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Abstract
This thesis reports on the developments made to give improvements in the
MARS image reconstruction chain. The work described in this thesis helps
all MARS users to produce high-quality material images that can offer an
improved diagnosis in the medical imaging field. The thesis describes two
main areas of research. Firstly, an existing algorithm was implemented in
C++ to calculate the number of photons for each pixel position across the
detector used in the MARS system. Secondly, speed and usability improve-
ments were made to the MARS material decomposition (MD) software.
The thesis describes the coding aspect of the x-ray source model behaviour
of the MARS scanner according to a parameterised semi-analytic source
model developed using a series of Monte Carlo simulations. Photon counts
are calculated at each pixel using these parameters and implemented the
source model in a form that is compatible with the existing image recon-
struction software. However, some additional changes will need to be ap-
plied to the current reconstruction algorithm to support the high energy
resolution provided by the model. This development will help to accu-
rately provide the energy and position of incident photon counts, which is
required for future polychromatic material reconstruction algorithms. The
developed source model is now being used in simulation software that can
produce a MARS-like data-set from an ideal set of material volumes.
The thesis also details the improvements made in the current MARS MD
software package that is used by the current MARS scanner users as a pri-
mary material analysis tool. Other members of the team are investigating
hybrid material reconstruction, which combines the MD and reconstruc-
tion into a two-step process. In this case, the speed of the MD software is
crucial as it would be run per-iteration and our current reconstruction has
900 iterations. The former MD algorithm uses non-negative least square
equations to find the approximate solutions. The algorithm used in this
thesis eliminates the need for iterations in the non-negative least square
equations via direct analytic methods. The work completed in the MARS
MD software led to some improvement in the performance of the algorithm
and also a reduction in the computation times. The results of the developed
version were also compared with the former MD to confirm the efficiency
of the software.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis describes the implementation of the algorithms for MARS source model
and MD software in the MARS imaging system. The research is mainly on two main
areas. Initially, I have developed an algorithm to calculate the number of photons
emitted from the MARS x-ray source for each pixel of the MARS detector. Then,
I made improvements in the current MARS material analysis software used in the
MARS image processing chain.
This chapter starts with the research objectives and outcomes. It then proceeds
with an overview of the MARS spectral CT scanner, followed by a description of the
MARS image processing chain. It continues with a description of the clinical and
preclinical applications of the MARS scanner using some of the remarkable images
produced from the MARS small bore and human scanner. It finishes with an outline
of the structure of my thesis.
1.1 Research objectives and outcomes
The MARS imaging chain consists of the processing of the pre-reconstruction datasets,
reconstruction of images, and post-reconstruction material decomposition processing.
The main objectives of this thesis are to develop a source model algorithm for the
reconstruction software, and the modification of algorithms for the material decom-
position software. The modifications in the current imaging chain help to produce
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high-quality images that can provide a better diagnosis. It is also important to make
sure that the developed software meets all the requirements of the MARS team for
both clinical and preclinical research using the MARS system.
My first objective is to implement the source model algorithm using a parameterised
semi-analytic source model. The source model implementation calculates the emitted
photon counts based on the scan parameter properties and the unique MARS datasets.
The aim of developing the MARS source model is to achieve the final goal of modelling
the forward problem. The MARS forward problem simulates the physics of a scan by
considering the filter, collimator, volume, detector, and source. The implementation
of the source model subsequently contribute to the completion of polychromatic based
reconstruction algorithm.
The main challenge faced during my thesis was that the absence of the detector
model affected the performance evaluation while validating the developed source model.
Even though the detector model is an important factor, the source model itself is very
important to produce a MARS-like dataset using the simulation software. The outcome
of this work is the implementation of the source model software and the integration of
that software into the simulation software. The simulation software was using a free
web-based source model and it is now replaced with the implemented source model.
The next objective was to improve the usability of the MARS material decom-
position software. The material images produced using the material decomposition
software are the main output of the MARS CT scanner. So the modification of this
software is very important to produce better quality diagnostic images. Even minor
errors in the software implementation lead to misidentification of materials that finally
ends in an improper diagnosis. The outcome of this research is the implementation of
a bug free MD software with high performance.
All the above mentioned software was developed using C++ to make it compat-
ible with current MARS image processing software. All the software was tested and
evaluated using several datasets obtained from the MARS scanner.
2
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1.2 MARS spectral CT scanner
MARS scanners are commercially available photon counting spectral CT scanners
that can be used to identify and quantify different materials of an object in a single
scan. Each scanner comprises of a sample bed/mount and, an x-ray source, and
detector mounted in a gantry. The core technology in the spectral CT scanner is the
Medipix detector [1]. The pixelated detector (currently Medipix3RX) is developed at
the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN). For a description of the
MARS scanner, design, and components refer to Chapter 2 of this thesis.
1.3 MARS image processing chain
All spectral CT data collected from a MARS scanner passes through the MARS
preprocessing chain as DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine)
files. There are three types of data that need to be collected prior to applying the
reconstruction software. Firstly, the flatfield images are collected without any objects.
Second, the scan projection images that are collected by rotating the gantry around
the object at different angles. Third, a mask is established to mark pixels that are
not reliable. This raw data is then preprocessed before reconstruction to clean up the
data. The current processing steps including masking, flatfield correction, and a ring
filter to correct for static inter-pixel differences.
Once we prepare all the data, we use the reconstruction software to produce linear
attenuation volumetric images. Finally, the material decomposition (MD) software
produces the material density images from the reconstructed attenuation volumes.
This is the final step that aims to produce accurate measurements of material density.
A better diagnosis is highly dependent on better quality material images. A tool called
MARS Vision can be used for image visualisation and analysis as both 3D volume
rendering images and 2D slices.
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1.4 Pre-clinical and clinical applications of MARS
MARS research and development extends into both preclinical and clinical applica-
tions. Figure 1.1 shows the MARS large bore human scanner which is used to produce
scans of large subjects e.g. people in clinical trials, sheep scans, etc. Figure 1.2 shows
the MARS preclinical small bore scanner and the clinical point-of-care scanner. The
small bore preclinical scanner is used for scanning biological samples, fossils and rock
samples for preclinical and scientific research purposes. The following applications
reveal the capability of the MARS scanner to produce better quality diagnostic images
in the medical field.
Figure 1.1: A volunteer scanning his foot using the large bore human scanner . Image reproduced
with the permission of MARS Bioimaging Ltd.
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Figure 1.2: MARS small bore scanner and arm scanner. Image reproduced with the permission of
MARS Bioimaging Ltd.
Human imaging
Figure 1.3 shows the one of the human images produced using a MARS prototype full
body scanner. This image is a result of a wrist scan and we can see the bone and the
red colour shows the soft tissue. Here the scaphoid is broken into two pieces. The blue
and green colour shows the nails and screws used to fix the fracture. Figure 1.4 shows
a foot scan of a patient. Here we can see a broken bone in the fourth and little toes of
the foot.
Figure 1.3: Wrist image produced using the MARS human scanner. The white colour shows the bone
and the red colour shows the soft tissue. Image reproduced with the consent of patients in a clinical
trial and approved by NZ ethics committee.
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Figure 1.4: Foot image produced using the MARS human scanner. The white colour shows the bone
and the red colour shows the soft tissue. Image reproduced with the consent of patients in a clinical
trial and approved by NZ ethics committee.
Arthritic cartilage imaging
A study was done to identify the osteoarthritic cartilage in an excised human tibial
plateau [2]. It measured the variation of the concentration of iodine in the cartilage
(inversely proportional to glycosaminoglycans (GAG), a marker of cartilage health),
and this result was validated using histological observation. Figure 1.5 shows the
identification of cartilage health.
Figure 1.5: Image retrieved from Rajendran et. al [2]. MARS imaging for the identification of the
iodine distribution in the cartilage. The high concentration of iodine represents the severity of the
arthritis.
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Contrast imaging
In medical imaging, contrast pharmaceuticals are used to enhance the sensitivity of
the images. These materials have high attenuation properties compared to the sur-
rounding human tissue. Gadolinium, iodine, and gold nanoparticle materials are some
of the examples of contrast pharmaceutical materials. Cartilage imaging [2] is one of
the applications using contrast agent materials. Figure 1.6 shows the identification
and quantification of different contrast materials with different concentrations using a
mouse scan.
Figure 1.6: Image retrieved from Moghiseh et. al[3]. This is a mouse scan image produced using
the MARS small bore scanner. The different colours help for easy visualisation of different contrast
materials. Gold nanoparticles (yellow) are located in the lungs. Iodine (red) in the bladder and
kidneys. Gadolinium (represented in green ) in the stomach and intestines. The blue represented the
soft tissue and the bone is in white .
Soft tissue imaging
Soft tissue imaging helps to identify the pathological features in cardiovascular diseases.
Figure 1.7 shows a MARS image that identifies potentially important features in a
human excised atheromatous plaque. This identification helps the understanding of
the possibility of plaque rupture. This could lead to performing appropriate treatment
based on the observed vulnerability.
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Figure 1.7: Image retrieved from Searle et. al [4]. MARS imaging using the plaque specimen. The
blue represented the iron-like material, white represented the presence of calcium, lipid-like material
is in yellow, and the soft tissue in red.
1.5 Outline of my thesis
The process of developing the software and the evaluation of the implemented methods
using several MARS datasets steps are included in my thesis chapters as follows:
• Chapter 2 covers the background study about the physics of the MARS spectral
CT scanner and the main components of the scanner. This chapter introduces
the MARS x-ray source and the Medipix detector that were the important com-
ponents of the source model software. This chapter also includes a description of
the MARS forward model and the various components of the forward model.
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• Chapter 3 describes the implementation of the source model module. A param-
eterised semi analytic source model is used to develop this software.
• Chapter 4 describes the validation of the results obtained from the source model
software from Chapter 3.
• Chapter 5 discusses the simulation software used to produce MARS-like datasets
and components. The simulation software replaces the old free web-based source
model and integrates the implemented source model software. This chapter also
validates the results obtained from the simulation software and compares against
real MARS scan datasets.
• Chapter 6 describes the implementation of the MARS MD software. This chapter
explains the modifications and improvements done on the former software. This
also includes a validation of the resultant material images.
• Chapter 7 concludes this thesis by summarizing the outcome of my work, the




Background study on MARS
The main aim of this chapter is to provide the necessary background details about
the MARS system. The chapter starts by providing the introduction of x-rays, their
productions, and their interactions with matter. This chapter also includes a descrip-
tion of spectral CT and the physics behind spectral CT scanners. A description of
the MARS system, its components, and an introduction to the forward model concept
are also included in this chapter. The chapter finishes with an explanation of the cur-
rent MARS reconstruction techniques and also the available material reconstruction
approaches in the imaging field.
2.1 X-rays: Production and interactions with matter
X-rays are a type of radiation, which are also called electromagnetic waves. The energy
of this type of radiation is much higher than ultraviolet rays and visible light. X-rays
were first discovered by Wilhen Röntgen in 1895 during his work on the properties of
the cathode rays [5, 6]. The energy range of x-rays means it can pass through living
tissue. This makes it suitable for medical imaging e.g. diagnosing bone fractures.
X-rays are also a form of ionising radiation. That poses some risk during imaging, but
is also beneficial for radiotherapy e.g. treating cancers, skin diseases, and arthritis [7].
The x-ray source used in medical imaging typically has an energy range of 20-150kev.
However, in radiotherapy the energy range can reach up to 20MeV.
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In an x-ray source, a beam of electrons are emitted from a hot cathode and are
accelerated to a high velocity. These high-velocity electrons then collide with an anode
(typically tungsten for medical imaging). X-rays are emitted from the source as a result
of these collisions. There are two types of of processes that produce x-ray photons in
a source: bremsstrahlung, and characteristic x-ray emission [8] (Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1: 120kVp x-ray spectrum output generated from a tungsten anode x-ray tube and also
marked the components of the bremsstrahlung and characteristic x-rays.
Bremsstrahlung rays are also known as deceleration or braking radiation. These
types of rays are generated by the deceleration of the charged particles that passes
through an atom’s electromagnetic field (Figure 2.2 (a)). During the deceleration,
11
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(a) Bremsstrahlung X-rays (b) Characteristics X-rays
Figure 2.2: (a) Bremsstrahlung are the x-rays emitted when an electron is decelerated in an atom’s
electromagnetic field. (b) Characteristic x-rays are the x-rays emitted when an inner bound electron
being expelled from the atom, where an atom’s outer electron moves to the vacant position by emitting
the excess energy.
some of the kinetic energy of the electrons are converted into photons. The degree
of deceleration of the charged particle is based on the kinetic energy as well as the
strength of the electromagnetic field that it passes through.
When high energy electrons interact with inner shell electrons, they can be excited
to the point of being ejected from the atom, leaving a hole in the inner layer. Char-
acteristics x-rays are produced when the outer shell electrons move to the inner shell
of an atom to fill the vacant position (Figure 2.2 (b)). The produced x-rays have an
energy that is equal to the difference in the binding energy of the two states. The
binding energy of the common anode material, tungsten is 69.5keV .
An x-ray beam is attenuated as it passes through an object. In the diagnostic imag-
ing range, this may happen through various processes such as photoelectric absorption,
Rayleigh scattering, and Compton scattering (Figure 2.3) [9]. The reduction in the
x-ray beam intensity when passing through the object creates radiographic images.
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Figure 2.3: Interactions of x-rays with matter.
Photoelectric absorption is the process of the incident x-rays interacting with orbital
electrons and photons being absorbed. The energy involved is then transferred to one
of the orbital electrons of the atom. This will occur only if the x-ray has greater energy
than the binding energy of the electron. It has kinetic energy equal to the difference
between the x-ray and the binding energies. The vacancy left by the photoelectron
helps for the production of the characteristics of x-rays.
Rayleigh scattering, also known as coherent scattering, is the elastic scattering of a
photon as it passes through a medium of the particle. An electron absorbs a photon’s
energy and equivalent energy is released in the form of a scattered photon. This
scattering acts only a minor role in the attenuation of the x-ray beam in diagnostic
medical images.
Compton scattering, which is also known as incoherent scattering, is an example
of inelastic scattering of a photon off an electron. The energy of the photon must be
greater than the binding energy of the respective electron to produce the scattering of
the light. The energy of the scattered photon depends on the initial photon energy as
well as the angle of the scattered photon.
In the diagnostic energy range, different mechanisms of interaction can occur when
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an x-ray beam passes through an object, such as coherent and incoherent scattering and
photoelectric absorption. Figure 2.4 shows the x-ray attenuation coefficients for each
interaction as well as the total combined mass attenuation component for gadolinium.
The figure also shows pair-production but it is outside the diagnostic range for medical
imaging. This interaction is relevant to x-rays used in the therapeutic energy range
[7]. The linear attenuation µ is shown in the equation 2.1.
Figure 2.4: The photon interaction contribution for gadolinium. The contribution of photon interac-
tion is different for different energies of x-rays. Image retrieved from [10].
µ = τ + σR + σC (2.1)
The linear attenuation component in the diagnostic imaging range for these inter-
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Given that ε = E/mec2, me is the mass of an electron.
2.2 Beer-Lambert law
The x-rays that pass through different amounts of materials result in different amounts
of attenuation. This can be expressed using the Beer-Lambert Law [11, 12]. It is the
basic model for the absorption of x-rays from a monochromatic beam in a homogeneous
medium. The equation for the monochromatic Beer-Lambert Law in its integral form
is shown in Equation 2.7
I(E) = I0(E)× e−
∫
µ(E,r)dr (2.6)
where I(E) and I0(E) are the final and initial x-ray beam intensity for energy E,
e−
∫
µ(E,r)dr is the probability that a photon of the given energy will be transmitted along
the specified ray (r) of the beam [8]. µ(E, r) is the linear attenuation coefficient at a
point along the beam. The linear attenuation coefficient has two important properties.
Firstly, the linearity property that says that the linear attenuation coefficient of a
composite material µ(E, r) is the sum of the linear attenuation coefficients for the
constituent materials µm(E, r). The second property is that the linear attenuation of
material µ(E, r) is directly proportional to the density of that material d.
We can extend the property of the monochromatic Beer-Lambert law into a poly-
chromatic spectrum. The equation for the overall polychromatic x-ray beam is shown
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Spectral CT imaging is an extension to CT imaging that measures the energy of each
detected photon to count them in multiple energy bands [13]. This extra information
helps to quantify multiple materials. Figure 2.5 is an illustration of the simultaneous
detection of energy bins in a single scan using spectral CT as opposed to single and
dual CT. Single energy CT treats the polychromatic x-rays emitted from a single
source as if it were a monochromatic beam. There are a range of approaches to dual
CT including switching the kVp of a single source rapidly, using a single source and a
dual layer detector, using two separate x-ray source and detector pairs (shown in the
figure), or even running two single energy CT scans back to back [14, 15].
Figure 2.5: Spectral CT uses photon counting detectors to differentiate energies and quantify different
materials using a single scan.
Spectral CT refers to any CT scan that measure multiple energy bins. Dual energy
CT [16] is a valid subset of this category. Recent developments are pushing for three
or more energy bins. Typical examples of this use photon-counting detectors (PCD)
16
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to measure the x-ray absorption in multiple energy bins. An advantage of doing this
simultaneously is that you get more information without any extra dose [17, 18, 19, 20].
In this thesis, the MARS scanner uses the Medipix 3RX detector [21], a PCD that can
simultaneously measure up to 8 energy bins.
2.4 MARS spectral CT scanner
The two main components of the MARS scanner are the x-ray tube and MARS camera,
which are attached to the mounting platform of the gantry system. There is also the
subject mount, which is an independent system that rests flat, horizontally to the
ground as shown in the figure 2.6. The independence of the gantry and subject mount
helps to minimize vibration between them. But this type of arrangement may cause
some misalignment between the center of the rotational axis of the gantry and also
the translation of the subject bed. The photons emitted from the x-ray source pass
through the object and finally hits the detector.
Figure 2.6: Scanner view showing the direction of gantry rotation, subject mount, x-ray source mount
and camera translation direction
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The x-ray source and camera can move radially to adjust the distance between
the source and the object. This adjustment can allow the system to have different
magnifications. The camera detector can also move tangentially (across the gantry
cylinder) to cover the entire width of the subject. The camera mount and the camera
translation paths may also have tilts and skews that need to be taken into account to
find the pixel position. The Medipix detectors are mounted inside the MARS camera
in a 1D array. Each detector may also be tilted or skewed.
2.4.1 X-ray tube
The two main components in an x-ray tube are the cathode and an anode that is
surrounded by a vacuum. There is a flow of electrons from the cathode towards the
anode surface. These electrons are accelerated over a potential difference, and this
potential difference determines the maximum x-ray energy that can be emitted from
the x-ray tube. There is a shield in the x-ray tube that absorbs extra radiation and also
helps to release the heat produced within the x-ray tube [9]. The adjustable range of
parameters such as voltage, current, and exposure time helps to obtain photon counts
with a required penetration, intensity, and spatial photon distribution.
The main factors that need to consider while selecting an x-ray tube for CT scanners
are the x-ray tube power and the focal size of the anode. The x-ray tubes in the MARS
spectral scanners are mostly manufactured by Source Ray Inc, New York. The MARS
source model was designed based on studies done on the x-ray tube Source Ray SB-
120-350, which can operate in the diagnostic range of 10 − 120kV p with a low tube
current.
The nominal focal spot of the x-ray tube is 70µm, tungsten anode angled at 20◦,
anode holder made with copper, and a reported inherent filtration equivalent to 1.8mm
Aluminium. The actual filtration material is glass and the true thickness is not well
known. However, the existing source model already assumes the 1.8mm Aluminium is
true.
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2.4.2 X-ray detector
An x-ray detector is used to measure the emitted photons from an x-ray tube. Prop-
erties such as photon flux, energy, and photon distribution can be recorded using
a photon-counting detector(PCD). PCDs are used in many applications such as in
medical imaging [22], optics [23], and dosimetry [24].
The PCD used in the MARS spectral scanner is from the Medipix family that is
developed at CERN. Each pixel of the hybrid pixel detector is connected to its own
pulse-processing electronics. Pixel detectors can be designed in several ways. One
possible solution is to process the sensor material and readout electronics on the same
substrate. In this case, the pixel detector is monolithic. Alternatively, pixel detectors
can also be implemented using a hybrid approach, which consists of processing both
the sensor and readout chips on different substrates, then connecting them together
to form an imaging system [25]. Figure 2.7 shows the 2D view of the hybrid pixel
detector. The selection of materials used in the semiconductor detector (also called
a sensor layer, or sensor crystal) is based on the application. For medical imaging
applications, it could be materials such as GaAs, CdTe, or CZT.
Figure 2.7: Image retrieved from Rafael Ballabriga [25]. The architecture of the hybrid pixel detector.
The top portion is the semiconductor material and the bottom section is the ASIC readout electronics.
The semiconductor absorber layer bump bonded to the readout electronics.
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The x-ray photons hit the sensor layer, which absorbs the energy. This produces an
electron-hole pair due to the radiation interaction properties. This interaction depends
on the incident photon energy and the absorber layer material. The charge is collected
on a pixel of the ASIC. Each pixel cell in the ASIC contains an analogue and a digital
section. The analogue section of the pixel is converted to a reference voltage using the
DAC (Digital to Analogue converter).
A Medipix 3RX photon-counting MARS detector has 256× 256 square pixels with
a width and spacing of 55µm. Each pixel has two counters with adjustable lower
thresholds. The two pixel modes are the fine pitch mode or the spectroscopic mode.
Fine pitch mode uses the 55 × 55µm2 pixel area where it uses only two counters per
pixel. In spectroscopic mode, 2 × 2 pixel clusters are grouped together to form a
square superpixel with a spacing of 110µm. Out of these four pixels, only one pixel is
connected to the sensor layer. In this mode, there is a total of eight counters [26].
There are two modes: single pixel mode (SPM) and charge summing mode (CSM)
that are available for both fine pitch and spectroscopic modes. In SPM, one pixel from
the fine pitch mode or four pixels from the spectroscopic mode are isolated from the
neighbouring pixels and the charge is processed through individual pixels.
From these eight channels, four channels are allocated to CSM, three channels
are specifically allocated to SPM, and one channel for the arbitration counter. In
charge summing mode, the input hit is allocated to the circuit that accumulates the
largest amount of charge. In this mode, to address the charge sharing effect, it uses an
algorithm called the charge reconstruction algorithm.
There are some possible reasons for the spectral distortions in the photon-counting
detectors. Some of these are charge sharing, pulse pile-up, threshold dispersion, in-
complete charge collection, arbitration threshold settings, etc. Spectral distortion in
photon-counting detectors can be caused by a variety of artefacts related to charging
generation and transport in semiconductor crystals, as well as pulse height detection
in read-out electronics and fluorescence [27].
Charge sharing occurs when a photon impact happens near the edge of a pixel.
There is a chance the charge is measured by multiple neighbouring pixels [26]. If the
charge exceeds the energy threshold, it results in multiple photon counts over those
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pixels. The severity of charge sharing increases when the size of the pixel decreases.
Another cause of spectral distortion is pulse pile-up. Pulse pile-up occurs when the
pulse is observed during dead time. The dead time is the time when the detector is
in the inactive state for a finite period when the first photon incident on the detector.
When a photon strikes a detector during a dead state, there is a possibility of losing the
photon counts as it will only signify a single count [28]. The pile-up-induced distortion
can be eliminated by detecting all pile-up events and analyzing the pulse width using
a hardware pile-up rejector. This rejection may result in the loss of counts since all
the pile-up events would be discarded [29].
There are other issues related to the design of the ASIC, the properties of the
semiconductor or electrode may affect the ability to produce the spectrum without
distortions. These issues include static charge steering that occurs due to defects of the
crystal, the charge trapping in the semiconductor, the limitation of time for collecting
the charge and many other issues. Due to these limitations, it is a challenging process
to develop a model to simulate all the possible reasons that cause the spectral distortion
in the photon-counting detectors.
2.5 Image reconstruction
Image reconstruction is the process of reconstructing an image using a set of pro-
jections. There are different types of reconstruction algorithms including analytical
methods (for example, filtered back-projection [30, 31]) and iterative methods (for
example, the Simultaneous Algebraic Reconstruction Technique) [32, 33, 34]. In the
case that the reconstruction problem is setup as a non-linear problem, suitable solvers
may include gradient descent [35, 36, 37], conjugate gradient [38], Newton Raphson
[39], and split Bregman [40]. Statistical model [41, 42] can also be integrated into
reconstruction algorithms.
The traditional method of reconstruction uses the radon transform invented by
Johann Radon [43]. A set of projected rays and a function that intersects the rays
are represented by this transform. Radon transforms have an inverse for direct back-
projection. As a result of the back-projection process, images are blurred and have
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star-shaped patterns. This blurring can be removed by applying a convolution using
a filter [44]. Filtration is performed after back-projection in back-projection filtration
[45, 46]. It would have been unacceptably slow to implement a 2D or 3D filter in the
past. Currently, it would be fast enough, but filtered back-projection achieves the same
thing much more quickly. With filtered back-projection [47, 48], the filter is applied
first (typically a 1D filter), then the filtered image is back-projected. Thus, filtered
back-projection is more often used than back-projection filtering.
Iterative methods [49] are based on a feedback loop. A current estimate is compared
with the measurements and the error is fed back to estimate a better solution. If the
new estimate consistently draws nearer to the original solution, we can guarantee
convergence.
Optimization techniques are an approach to design and formulate the problem. The
solution obtained can be using either analytical (direct inversion) or iterative methods
(by finding an appropriate solver). The advantage of this type of technique is that
it can easily express and integrate a wider range of information. For example, if the
resultant data should be non-negative, the optimisation problem can include a penalty
function targeting negative solutions. Similarly, any assumption or knowledge (e.g.
smoothness properties) about the expected features of the solution can be integrated
into the problem.
Statistical approaches means determining statistical properties of the problem or
the expected solution and incorporating them in the reconstruction algorithm. For
example, an optimisation problem might first default to a least-squares comparison.
However, if it is determined that the noise model of the measurements follows the
Poisson distribution, then the optimisation problem could be improved by changing
from least squares to a maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) based on the Poisson
distribution [50]. Similarly, if statistical properties of the expected solution are known,
they could be added using Bayesian statistics. This is generally called a maximum a
posteriori estimator (MAP).
The current MARS reconstruction algorithm [51] uses a low-resolution polychro-
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where Pcr is the predicted photon counts for counter c and ray r, ε is an energy bin in
the spectral range covered by counter c, Jεcr is the combined effect of the source, filter,
and detector (currently approximated by flat-field images), Yεv is the set of attenuation
volumes as a function of energy, and the Lvl is the path length of a line (L) within the
ray through a voxel(V) in the volume. It is low resolution as the number of energy
bins is equal to the number of counters used (typically five in current systems). The
reconstruction algorithm uses an iterative, one-step approach to reconstruct a set of
attenuation volumes. The iterative algorithm uses ordered subsets where the ordering
is done by offsetting angle α by 139 (a rough balance between orthogonality and
angular spread) and a subset is defined as two projections from opposite sides of the
object (α and α + 180).
2.6 Forward model problem
The forward problem can be defined as the challenge of simulating a scan. The photons
registered in each counter in each pixel needs to be estimated for a given volume Yεv.
In the MARS scanner, this starts with the emission of photons from an x-ray source.
The photons leave the source through an exit window, which provides some minor
intrinsic filtration. Consider that the photon production and the intrinsic filtration are
to be a single unit (x-ray source), Sεr.
From there, the x-rays pass through a collimator, which blocks some rays to limit
the volume that is exposed to radiation. Some photons may still get through or scatter
at the edge of the collimator, Cεr. The x-rays might then go through a filter. The
filter may be different shapes, sizes, and different materials, Fεr. Next, the photons go
through the object. The map of the object is estimated in Yεv.
Finally, the photons reach the detector where they are absorbed by the sensor
crystal. The absorption process leads to a charge cloud, which is measured by the
Medipix 3RX ASIC. Depending on the magnitude of the charge and its location, a
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pixel will register a count for each photon impact. Together, the sensor and the ASIC
are called the detector, Dεr.














where Qcr the measurements, Fεr means the filter, Cεr is the collimator, Dεr is the
detector function, Sεr is the source model, ε is the energy, and r is the ray. Yεv is the
set of attenuation volumes as a function of energy, and the Lvl is the path length of a
line in the ray through a voxel in the volume.
Equation 2.8 is the same thing where Jεcr represents the combined effect of the
source, filter, and detector. In that case, we estimate Jεcr using a flatfield scan. In the
future, it would be beneficial if the physics of each component in the forward problem
were modeled separately. That would allow the reconstruction to estimate the effect
of the volume at a much finer energy resolution (e.g. at 1keV steps). It would also
mean that flatfield scans would be occasionally required to help calibrate the system.
The implementation of the MARS source model (see chapter 3) is the initial step to
achieve this goal.
2.7 Pre- and post- reconstruction decomposition
Material decomposition performed on projection images prior to image reconstruction
is called projection-space material decomposition [52, 53, 54, 55]. Material decomposi-
tion performed on reconstructed images is called image-space material decomposition
[52].
The methods for material decomposition are again divided into two groups, namely,
calibration-based methods and model-based methods [52]. The solution of an analyt-
ical system of equations with model-based methods [56] requires the knowledge of
the energy spectrum of the source and the response of the detector. In calibration-
based methods, materials with known properties are measured with x-rays to produce
parameters that describe the energy spectrum and detector response [52].
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Projection-space methods allow for modelling of a polychromatic x-ray beam, which
can correctly model beam hardening as part of the signal [57]. However, the pixel noise
levels pose a challenge to get accurate results.
Denoising can be done, but the risk of data loss is greater with projection images
than reconstructed images. The reason for this is that projection images naturally have
many gradients formed from the overlapping structures projected onto the 2D plane.
For reconstructed images, you can assume that the variation over the whole image is
low (only happens at edges). That forms the essence of denoising techniques, such
as total variation (TV), which can smooth images while preserving edges. However,
the natural gradients in a projection image means that such assumptions do not fit.
Smarter methods are required to preserve both edges and the natural gradients present
in the image.
Furthermore, in projection images, rays going across a volume may contain any
combination of materials. So, it is not possible to assume any sparsity in the material
content of a ray in a projection image. In the image space, most voxels will only
contain a small number of materials. This allows for additional sparsity constraints
that can make it easier to produce correct results. Sparsity can also make the process
faster. However, because reconstruction generally has artifacts (e.g. beam harden-
ing), the image space material decomposition does not have clean data to work with
[58]. MARS uses a post-reconstruction material decomposition method (image-space
material decomposition).
2.8 Material reconstruction
Material reconstruction refers to a one-step method to perform the image reconstruc-
tion and material decomposition simultaneously [55, 58]. In the future, MARS will
reconstruct material volumes directly from the raw photon counts using this one-step
material reconstruction approach. This method has the potential to achieve better
quality medical images. To use this in our current system, we must overcome some
challenges since it is quite complex. It is anticipated that the work described in
chapter 3 will contribute to this project due to its ability to fit with future material
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reconstruction developments in the MARS team.
Sukovic [59] developed one of the earliest iterative material reconstruction tech-
niques. This method targets dual energy CT and reconstructs both energies at the
same time. Their study reveals that the proposed method offers better standard de-
viation when compare to other standard methods based on filtered back projection.
However, their approach assumes the x-ray beam is monochromatic for each of the two
energies.
MARS material reconstruction requires a different approach to fully model the
polychromatic nature of the x-ray spectrum. To solve this problem, the first step is to
formulate the problem as precisely as possible by establishing a relationship between
the photon counts and the material density. Equation 2.10 shows the relationship
















Pcr is the predicted photon counts for counter c and ray r, ε is an energy bin in the
spectral range covered by counter c (counters use a lower threshold, which is why
the sum over energy starts from c and continues up to the kVp of the x-ray source),
Sεr is the source model, Cεr is the collimator model, Fεr is the filter model, Dεr is
the detector model, Mεm mass attenuation coefficient (also called a basis value) the
materials, Xmv is the corresponding material density in the particular voxel, and the
Lvl is the path length of a line (L) within the ray through a voxel(V) in the volume.
To correctly model the effects across the spectrum, the sum over energies should
have a high number of data points. The aim to have sufficient data points to properly
integrate beam hardening as a valid part of the signal. An arbitrary target could be
1keV steps across the spectrum given 113 data points between 7keV for the arbitration
counter and the 120 kVp of the x-ray source. The current reconstruction only has four
or five data points matching the number of counters used.
In current reconstructions, the combination of Sεr, Cεr, Fεr, and Dεr are approxi-
mated using the average of a set of flatfield images. However, using a flatfield has some
limitations. The existing flatfields are not good approximations for flux-based effects
such as pulse pileup. In the absence of the object, the photon flux is much lower than
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when the object is present. More importantly, current flatfield datasets only contain a
few data points, such as five counters in a typical scan. This is far from the target of
113 data points over 1keV steps and illustrates the need to use models.
The next step is to compare the predicted photon counts with the measured photon
counts produced by the MARS scanner. This can be established as an optimisation
problem e.g. using a least squares fit, maximising the likelihood using a Poisson noise
model, using a maximum a posteriori setup if prior knowledge is available about the
material volumes, etc. Regardless, given that it will involve the forward problem
relating photons to material density (equation 2.10), the result will be a non-linear
problem, which is difficult to solve. This will be a key future challenge.
An alternative pathway could involve deep learning. This has gained traction for
solving inverse problems in imaging, leading to new state-of-the-art results for complex
tasks like sparse-view CT reconstruction [60, 61]. The essence of deep learning is to
create a network of algorithmic structures (layers). Given known inputs and outputs,
a learning process (e.g. via back-propagation [62]) can complete those structures into
fully functional algorithms that together can produce the output given the input. This
complete algorithm can then be applied to new data.
A key feature of deep learning algorithms is that the layers are completed from
features in the training data. This means that it has the potential to solve problems
without explicit knowledge of the physics i.e. it learns the physics as it goes. For
example, Abascal et. al [63] propose a deep transfer learning approach for solving the
material decomposition problem that can predict the energy response of the scanner
and its variation in response across detector pixels. According to their study, deep
learning has the potential to solve material decomposition problems without prior
knowledge of the forward model problem and provides better image quality than other
conventional approaches. In their study, they noted that such algorithms can also
become biased from poor training data, and care is needed.
This means that deep learning could potentially establish an accurate forward
model on its own as part of the learning process, while also learning the reconstruction
geometry to create a complete material reconstruction algorithm. However, known
aspects of the problem can still be incorporated into the network design in terms of
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the number of layers, what each layer does, the layer inputs, and how the layers relate
to each other. Any models in the forward problem from equation 2.10 could still
contribute to a deep learning algorithm.
2.9 Summary
• X-rays emitted from the x-ray tube contain a combination of bremsstrahlung and
characteristic x-ray radiation.
• The three types of x-ray interactions in the diagnostic imaging range are photo-
electric absorption, Rayleigh, and Compton scattering.
• When an x-ray passes through an object and there is a reduction in the x-ray
beam intensity and this phenomenon is modelled by the Beer-Lambert law.
• The main components of the MARS spectral CT scanners are the x-ray tube
and the MARS camera. The MARS x-ray tubes are assembled by Source Ray,
New York. The MARS source model was designed based on studies done on the
x-ray tube Source Ray SB-120-350, which can operate in the diagnostic range of
10−120kV p with a low tube current. The MARS detector uses the Medipix3RX
photon-counting detectors that are developed at CERN.
• Image reconstruction is the process of reconstructing an object using a set of pro-
jection images. The reconstruction algorithm uses a low-resolution polychromatic
model simultaneously reconstructs all energy bins.
• The MARS forward problem simulates the physics of a scan by considering
the filter, collimator, volume, detector, and source. The implemented source
model described in this thesis is the initial step to achieve the final goal of
modelling the forward problem. This subsequently helps in the completion of the
polychromatic-based reconstruction algorithm.
• The current MARS material decomposition uses image-space techniques which
are also called post-reconstruction decomposition. Image-space techniques are
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generally faster because the reconstructed voxels only contain a few materials
that are very sparse.
• Material reconstruction is the process of performing the image reconstruction
and the material decomposition simultaneously. In material reconstruction, the
raw projection images are directly converted to the material volume.
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Chapter 3
Implementation of the MARS x-ray
source model
3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the implementation of an accurate model of the x-ray source
used in MARS scanners. This implementation allows us to compute the number of
incident x-ray photons at each pixel across the projection image. The source model is
one of the components of the forward problem. Therefore, providing a more accurate
number of incident photons through the source model helps to achieve the ultimate goal
of improving the spectral material resolution of the MARS imaging system. Adding
this source model to reconstruction software will contribute to producing better quality
diagnostic images.
The current MARS imaging chain assumes that a flatfield scan (a scan without
any object) represents the behavior of the x-ray source, filter bar, collimator, and
detector correctly. In practice, a flatfield image has a limited number of energy bands
(i.e. the five energy bins) operating in the same counting mode as the main scan.
This is insufficient to understand the complex behaviour that occurs over the spec-
trum; contributing to errors such as beam hardening artefacts. We want our future
reconstruction algorithm to operate with a high energy resolution to better model the
materials’ responses to the x-rays.
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The implemented MARS source model was originally designed and developed in
2015 [10, 64]. To make it compatible with current image processing software in the
MARS imaging chain, I implemented the MARS source model in C++. This imple-
mentation helps to make the source model compatible with existing image processing
software. This allows us to calculate the photon counts per actual pixel position,
filtration and exposure parameters that are specific to each scan.
The preliminary evaluation results against direct measurements of the x-ray beam
indicate that this implementation is reliable. The evaluation is described in chapter
4. To date, the implementation of this model in C++ helped the team to improve
our simulation software. This also helps to assess the beam profile and to investigate
if there are any distortions in the beam profile due to deterioration of the x-ray tube
that may occur because of manufacturing faults or ageing, etc. A description of the
simulation software is presented in the chapter 5 of my thesis.
As mentioned earlier, the source model is one of the main components of the
forward problem. The importance of the forward model in the MARS system and the
details of all the components of the forward problem are given in the chapter 2 of this
thesis.
3.2 Existing source models
The existing MARS source model published in 2017 [10] is semi-analytical, based
on Monte Carlo simulations and analytical equations. Before developing this model,
other models for the x-ray source were developed, including empirical models [65],
semi-empirical models [66], Monte Carlo simulations [67], and semi-analytical models
[68]. However, none of these models were suitable for use in the MARS software.
This is mainly due to the fact that those models are not fast enough, the x-ray
tube specifications for developing those models are different from MARS x-ray tube
specifications, and they generate photon counts only for the center of the beam. The
MARS model was thus developed to calculate the photon distribution in the off-
axis field of view of the MARS detector. This model was developed based on the
specification of the x-ray sources that are used in the MARS scanners.
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To implement an x-ray spectrum, different types of methods were used by re-
searchers over the past years. Boone et al. [65] implemented an empirical model
(TASMIP) to generate a spectrum using polynomial coefficients derived from their
experiments. Conducting a series of well-planned and accurate measurements with
expensive equipment enabled them to provide look-up tables. However, the generated
spectra through interpolation applied to the data points are limited to the specification
of the equipment used in the experiments and physical assumptions.
Another method for implementing an x-ray source model is semi-empirical method
that applies regression techniques to spectrum parameters. These parameters help to
reduce the errors between the theoretical calculation and the actual measurements.
Sool and Tucker et al. [69, 70] used semi-empirical methods to develop their x-ray
tube models.
Computing technology helps to produce accurate results by using Monte Carlo
simulation. The simulation of x-ray tubes is done by in-house models [71] or by
general-purpose models such as ITS [72], BEANnrc [73], etc. In semi-analytic x-ray
source models, the x-ray spectrum is calculated by applying regression techniques to
the Monte Carlo outputs [68].
Ming et al. [74] developed a generalized source model based on the experimental
measurements, aiming at Monte Carlo dose simulation of CT scans. Although the
overall shape of the generated spectra could be similar to the commercially available
spectrum models, the accuracy of the generated number of photons at each energy bin
was not sufficient to meet the level of accuracy that we expect to apply to our image
processing.
Khadajou-Chokami et al. [75] developed a fan-beam source model using a Monte
Carlo simulation that was sufficiently accurate that the collimators were removed from
their scanners. This helped to deal with issues related to the use of collimators such
as the continuous occurrence of particle starvation.
The empirical method is very fast while using lookup tables but is not flexible
enough to be used for generating a wide range of x-ray spectra with different speci-
fications. Monte Carlo methods help to provide accurate calculations of the photon
counts using physical models, but it is very time consuming. The other methods which
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could cover more general specification of the x-ray spectra are less likely to be com-
mercially available. Some of those which are available rarely meet all requirements of
our spectral system such as calculating the off-axis x-ray spectra adapted to the size
of mars detector plane. The semi-analytic parameterised MARS source model [10, 64]
was developed by taking the advantages of both empirical and Monte Carlo methods.
3.3 MARS source model
The existing MARS source model was developed using a Monte Carlo simulation
through BEAMnrc. The output of the Monte-Carlo simulation is a set of binary
files that contains information such as the incident photon counts for each energy bin
recorded per pixel over a large area. Then, a set of regressions were applied to the
Monte Carlo data-points to be able to generate the numeric equations for a range of
ray angles, tube voltages, and energy bins.
The outputs of the MARS source model are a series of equations and look-up
tables for the equation coefficients. These coefficients allow the equation to fit the
Monte Carlo results under the specified conditions such as tube voltage. There are
three levels of regression applied to the analytical equations. The first is based on the
spatial photon distribution, the second on the energy domain of the spectrum, and
finally on the range of tube voltages.
The first level of the regression is to parameterise the distribution over the angles
of the ray (θ, φ). For this, a multi-variable quadratic function is applied to the solid
angle counts (counts/sr.µA.s). The angular photon distribution along with θ is ±17.2°
and along φ is ±5.5°. This range of angular distribution was calculated based on the
detector width and the maximum detectable area, which may vary in different MARS
cameras due to changes in the number of detectors and its translational domain.
The second level of regression is to parameterize the photon beam in the energy
domain for tube voltages ranging from 30kV p to 120kV p in 1kV p increments. The
photon distribution for bremsstrahlung and characteristic photons are different, so
those are parameterised separately.
The general formula for the bremsstrahlung part is shown in equation 3.1, which
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relates the photon energy, the tube voltage and the ray angle. The tube voltage (V),
and the photon energy are known in advance from the scan parameters. The lookup
table provides the central axis spectra S00E,V for the central ray and the bremsstrahlung
coefficient values of AV , BV , CV , and the characteristic coefficient values α, and β
which are modelled for each tube voltage in the range. The ray angles θ and φ are




E,V [1 + AV φ+BV φ
2 + CV θ
2] (3.1)
Similarly, the equations for the characteristic terms of the photon distribution of
specific energy and tube voltages are shown in equations 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5.
Sθφα1,V = S
00
59.32keV,V [1 + α11V φ+ α12V φ




57.98keV,V [1 + α21V φ+ α22V φ




67.24keV,V [1 + β11V φ+ β12V φ




69.1keV,V [1 + β21V φ+ β22V φ
2 + β23V θ
2] (3.5)
Here the characteristic coefficients αV and βV with different indices also vary for
different tube voltages.
The third level of the regression is to make it generalized for the range of tube
voltages. The Monte Carlo code simulation was run only for 10kV p step sizes while
by applying the regression to all spectra at different tube voltages. The final form
of the x-ray source model has been generated for the specific tube voltage spanning
at 1kV p step size using the equations and appropriate lookup tables. For a detailed
description of the MARS source model refer to chapter 3 of the thesis by Dr. Marzieh
Anjomrouz[10].
3.4 Implementation of the MARS source model
This section describes the steps used to implement the MARS source model in C++.
The implementation helps to use the existing source model for reconstruction and
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image processing code. The purpose of this work is to create the needed source
model classes or functions. Another set of functions have also been developed later
for obtaining parameters from the established data inputs, i.e. DICOM and request
files. Then utilizing the aforementioned functions allows us to calculate the number of
photons per pixel based on real scan parameters.
A detailed description of each step for this implementation is given below.
1. Read the geometric offset parameters and exposure properties of the actual scan
from loaded raw projection images (flat-field images).
2. Calculate the pixel position based on the input parameters of the previous step.
3. Calculate the ray angle θ and φ using the pixel position.
4. Calculate per pixel photon counts using the parameterised regression equations
with bremsstrahlung and characteristic coefficient values for a given tube voltage
V over the energy range of each counter.
5. Apply the additional filtration to the generated spectrum.
6. Unit conversion of the computed modelled photon counts from the spherical
plane to the planar pixels in MARS detectors.
3.4.1 Read scan parameters
The initial step of the source model implementation is to read all the geometric pa-
rameters and the scan protocol information from DICOM and request filesrequest files.
The DICOM files make up the raw scan data and contain the expected geometric and
scan parameters. The request file specifies instructions for the image processing and
may contain geometric corrections if required. The geometric parameters relate the
motor and mounting positions to the position and orientation of each pixel. This
allows us to calculate the ray angle θ and φ based from a pixel position. Also provided
are exposure parameters such as tube voltage, tube current, and exposure time.
In this step, I created a series of code lines in C++ for extracting the required
geometric parameters and use that information for the next steps of the implementation
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phase. The importance of this stage is creating a connection between the geometric tags
from the scanner and passing this relevant information to the current image processing
chain. Implementing this automatic process into the MARS imaging chain protects
the software against the possible errors that can occur due to any user intervention. It
also saves time and is applicable for each dataset with any scan properties.
3.4.2 Pixel position calculation
Once I extracted all the required geometric parameters then the next step is to cal-
culate the pixel position using the existing image processing software in Cartesian
coordinates. This will help to implement the software based on the current cartesian
based coordinate system used in the image processing chain. The following paragraph
provides a brief description of the extracted algorithm for calculating the pixel po-
sition. For a detailed description of each of the terms and the cartesian coordinate
geometry of the MARS system, refer chapter 4 of the thesis by Dr. Niels de Ruiter[51].
The first step of the algorithm is to calculate the cartesian positions of the pixels
and the source in volume coordinates. A detector pixel position (pf ) is calculated by
pf = SGMCDp (3.6)
where S, G, M , C, D are geometric transformations of the subject, gantry, camera
mount, camera, and the detector, respectively. Parameter p is the central position
of the pixel, in detector coordinates, with respect to the center of the detector. The
transformations apply a series of translations and rotations to transition from the
pixel position in the detector to the pixel position relative to the volume. A similar
calculation is done to get the position of the x-ray source focal spot (sf ) relative to
the volume. This means that the key elements are now all described in the same
coordinate system.
3.4.3 Ray angle calculation
In this step, we convert the cartesian positions extracted from the previous step into
spherical coordinates centered at the source (θ and φ needed for the regression equa-
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tions). The direction of each x-ray emitted from the source (sf ), passes through the
volume and finally hits a pixel of the detector. The direction of these rays (R) varies
not only by the position of pixel in the detector but also by the actual position and
orientation of both source and camera. The Figure 3.1 helps to illustrate the geometry
of ray and calculate the ray angles θ, φ.
Figure 3.1: Right-handed set of Cartesian coordinate systems are fixed to the gantry system. The
volume rotates within the gantry frame. The central ray is measured by the pixel and rays at angles
are measured by the nearby pixel. The volume in the middle is divided up into segments. The middle
segment is the volume that is considered and allow the rays of the cone beam to pass through a
complete volume. The bottom of the volume is not on the origin (O) of the sample coordinate system
The axis of the volume coordinate system is x, y, z, and origin O. The position of
the source S defines a point source. D locates the point at the center of each detector.
The volume coordinate system origin (O) is located along the sample translation drive
(the sample translates to form the spiral of a helical scan). It is assumed that the
origin will lie on the centre of rotation (COR) axis. The central ray (C) is defined as
the ray that starts from the point source and goes through and is orthogonal to the
centre of rotation (COR) axis. Its definition is shown in the equation 3.7. We also
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The source to detector distance (SDD) is calculated using the following equation
S +mC = D + tT + aA (3.8)
where the orientation column vector (T ) describes the direction of traversing down a
single column from the top-most pixel in the detector to the bottom-most pixel in the
detector, t is the number of pixels along this direction(tangential axis), and m is the
magnification. The orientation row vector (A) is the direction of traversing along a
single row from the left-most pixel of a detector to the right-most pixel in the same row
and a is the number of pixels along this direction(axial axis). The source to detector
distance (SDD) is calculated using the equation
m
∥∥∥C∥∥∥ = SDD (3.9)
where
∥∥∥C∥∥∥ = SOD. The value of θ depends on central ray C, Rx, and Ry. The value
of φ depends on Rz. φ is calculated using
φ = atan2(Rz, SDD) (3.10)
The value of theta is calculated using the signed angle equation between two vectors
with right handed Cartesian coordinates and the equation is
θ = atan2((R× C) ·N,C ·R) (3.11)
where N is the unit vector along COR. From equation 3.11, we can derive equation
3.12 by setting the value of Rz as zero.
θ = atan2(CxRy − CyRx, CxRx + cyRy) (3.12)
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Algorithm 1: Source model implementation algorithm
Result: Incident photons Qi for pixel pf and energy e
Input: Energy e, tube voltage V, source position sf , pixel position pf , lookup
table containing bremsstrahlung coefficient values for the central ray
in the variables S00E,V , AV , BV , CV , lookup table containing regression
coefficients for characteristics photons S0057keV,V , S0059keV,V , S0067keV,V ,
S0069keV,V , α11V ,α12V , α13V , α21V , α22V , α23V , β11V , β12V , β13V , β21V ,
β22V , β23V .
1 Set Qi = 0.
2 Calculate θ and φ from sf and pf .
3 Calculate the photon counts for the bremsstrahlung coefficient functions
bremQi = S
00
E,V (1 + AV φ+BV φ
2 + CV θ
2);
4 Calculate the photon counts for the characteristic coefficient functions
if (e == 57) then charQi = S0057keV,V (1 + α21V φ+ α22V φ
2 + α23V θ
2);
5 if (e == 59) then charQi = S0059keV,V (1 + α11V φ+ α12V φ
2 + α13V θ
2);
6 if (e == 67) then charQi = S0067keV,V (1 + β11V φ+ β12V φ
2 + β13V θ
2);
7 if (e == 69) then charQi = S0069keV,V (1 + β21V φ+ β22V φ
2 + β23V θ
2);
8 else charQi = 0;
9 Calculate the photon counts Qi = brem_SE + char_SE;
3.4.4 Calculation of the modelled photon counts
The incident photon modelled for a single pixel is calculated using the regression
parameters and the generalized equations from section 3.3. The implementation of
the MARS source model is shown in Algorithm 1. The implementation of the MARS
source model consists of the following steps:
Firstly, extract the exposure properties (e.g. tube voltage, exposure time, tube
current etc.) and geometric parameters from a projection image of the scan dataset.
This step provides enough information to calculate the ray angles (θ and φ) and
then estimate the photon counts for each ray. Using the generalized parameterised
equations, we calculated the values of the bremsstrahlung and characteristic functions
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using those equations and the coefficient index values available in the lookup table.
The core steps used inside this function are the steps from 3 to 9 shown in Algorithm
1. The output of this function is the predicted photon counts calculated based on the
cartesian coordinate system of the image processing chain.
The coefficient index values are the set of values including S00EV , A, B, C, S0057 ,
S0059 , S0067 , S0069 , α11,α12, α13, α21, α22, α23, β11, β12, β13, β21, β22, β23. This model has
the capability to produce the characteristic peaks along the spectrum of four energies
including 57keV , 59keV , 67keV , 69keV for the tungsten anode material.
3.4.5 Filter computation
The next step is to apply any additional filter used in the scanner. The filter is com-
posed of a flat material of uniform thickness material of path-length L with thickness T






The filter will absorb some of the photons from the x-ray source. Normally a few
millimeters of aluminium, copper, or brass are used to absorb the low energy photons.
Otherwise, these low energy photons are absorbed by the object and then contribute
to the received dose to the object instead of adding information to the image. In the
existing model, the regression values were obtained after applying the intrinsic filter.
So we do not need to add the intrinsic filter to the existing model.
We can add the additional filtration to the implemented source model based on
the scan parameters. The MARS small-bore scanner provides the users with different
options of filters materials and thickness. In this case, to calculate the total incident
photon counts after filtration before passing through the object and hitting the detector
we should apply the additional filter used in the scan. The filter computation needs
to be performed for the different datasets based on the filter information available in
the DICOM file of each scan. However, the new generation MARS scanner has fixed




3.4.6 Unit conversion of the modelled count
The final step of the source model implementation is to convert the output values into
a compatible unit with the MARS image processing chain. The values obtained so
far are based on a spherical surface (counts/µsr.µA.s). The unit conversion is applied
through the following equations:
S1 = Qi ∗ (1e+ 6) ∗ (1e− 3) (3.14)
S2 = S1/SDD
2 (3.15)
S3 = S2 ∗ cos(θ)3 ∗ cos(φ)3 (3.16)
S4 = S3 ∗ εt ∗ Ixray ∗ (0.11)2 (3.17)
where Qi is the photon counts calculated in section 3.4.4. Equation 3.14 converts
the photon counts from (counts/µsr.µA.s) to (counts/sr.µA.ms). Equation 3.15 con-
verts the solid angle counts to the the photon counts per pixel by taking into account
the effect of the radial distance to the pixel. Equation 3.16 converts the photon counts
in the spherical coordinate system to the photon counts in the cartesian coordinate
system. Finally equation 3.17 calculates the photon counts based on the mars detector
pixel size, tube current, and exposure time. Here, εt is the exposure time, Ixray is the
tube current, 0.11mm is the nominal pixel size of MARS detector, and SDD is the
source to detector distance. The exposure time and tube voltage are loaded from the
scan parameter values.
3.5 Implementation design
The goal of the study in this chapter is to describe the steps used to implement the
MARS existing source model in C++. The purpose of this implementation is to create
the source model function, source_model() which can be used inside the MARS image
processing software. The initial step of this function is to load geometric parameters
and lookup tables by calling the functions loadData(), charCoeff(), and bremCoeff().
Here the loadData() function is used to load all the geometric parameters. When
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charCoeff() function is called, it loads all the required central and off-axis character-
istic coefficients. The bremCoeff() function loads central and off-axis bremsstrahlung
coefficients. The next step is to calculate the pixel position. As the purpose of imple-
menting this function is to use inside the reconstruction code, it is not necessary to
recreate the steps for pixel position calculation. Instead, use the existing pixel position
calculation steps used inside the current reconstruction codes. Equation 3.6 is used for
this calculation. Then using equations 3.10 and 3.12, calculate the ray angles φ and θ.
The core function used inside the source_model() is the function named spectrum().
The steps used inside the spectrum() function are described in algorithm 1 of this
chapter. Then the final step is the conversion of photon counts from spherical to the
planar coordinate system.
In the MARS scanner, when the gantry rotates, the relationship between the source
and camera is fixed for all rotations. Therefore, the source function source_model()
needs to be called once for each pixel of the camera and for any camera translations
before the iterations start inside the reconstruction software. We can reuse the same
results for every gantry angle in the iteration loops.
The running time complexity of the implemented source model program is O(N),
where N is the number of pixel positions used in the program. The parameters required
for this program are loaded only once. The running time increases linearly with the
number of pixel positions used in the program.
After the design phase of the software, I did a few comparisons of implemented
source model results against the Matlab MARSpec [10] implementation results. For
that purpose, it needs only the spectrum() function using the same parameters (e.g.
theta, phi, voltage, etc) as those used with MARSpec. Figure 3.2 shows one of the
sample outputs after these comparisons. This figure confirms the implemented model
produces the same result as the developed source model.
Chapter 4 of this thesis is the validation of the source model software. This
validation helps to understand the expectations of the source model in isolation by
comparing the results with the actual measurement results. Eventually I integrated
the implemented algorithm into the simulation software being developed for research
into reconstruction algorithms and image quality assessment. After integrating the
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Figure 3.2: The comparison of the implemented C++ source model results with the Matlab MARSpec
implementation.
source model into the simulation software, to make sure that the algorithm works
properly, we did some evaluation and displayed one result in chapter 5 of this thesis.
The tests in the simulation model establishes that the system is operating as expected
together with the other simulation components.
3.6 Summary
• This chapter detailed the procedure of the implementation of the MARS source
model algorithm using the appropriate MARS photon spectrum generator model.
• The output of the MARS source model is series of generalized regression functions
and a set of coefficient values that were obtained from the BEAMnrc Monte-Carlo
code. These equations are the basis for implementing the MARS source model
software.
• The implemented software can produce the pixel based spectrum of the MARS
scanner for the tube voltage ranges from 30− 120kV p with the energy resolution
of 1keV steps. The output of the implemented MARS source model photon
counts is based on the planar count and the unit is in counts/pixel.µA.ms.
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Evaluation of the developed source
model
This chapter reports the validation of the implemented source model explained in
chapter 3 of my thesis. To evaluate the accuracy of the implemented source model, we
investigated two main features of the modelled photon counts. Firstly, we compared
the spatial distribution of the modelled beam with the measured beam. Secondly,
the spectral information available from the source model was compared with both a
spectrum generated using SpekCalc and also using a set of experimental data acquired
from MARS scanner. SpekCalc is a commercial spectrum generator tool that can
produce x-ray spectra from the Polundniowski model [68].
The chapter describes the method used to compare the source model to measured
data. This includes details about how the measured data were pre-processed and
then the photon count difference between the measured and modelled datasets was
calculated. Along with this, we compared the overall pattern of the beam profile.
The statistical analysis was also applied to the resultant datasets to demonstrate the
conformity of the modelled beam profile to the measured one.
The chapter finishes by evaluating the spectral structure by comparing the spectrum
obtained using the source model with a similar spectrum produced using SpekCalc and
also with the spectrum generated using the MARS scanner. The chapter also includes
a description about the possible reasons for the spectral distortion observed in the
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MARS scanner spectrum.
4.1 Spatial photon distribution validation
For the validation of the spatial photon distribution of the modelled beam, we first
need to prepare the modelled and measured datasets to make them comparable. The
steps for this comparison are as follows:
1. Select a set of flatfield projections and extract the scan properties and compute
the average number of counts over all projections per camera.
2. Process the measured data to remove the data points resulted from the faulty
pixels.
3. Apply regression to the measured photon counts to produce a smooth beam
profile. This is the regressed profile that is used for the comparison.
4. Generate a modelled beam profile using the source model with the same scan
parameters obtained in the previous step.
5. Compare the modelled data to the measured data quantitatively.
The spatial photon distribution of the model and the experiments are compared in
terms of their magnitude and their overall patterns. For the second step, the normalised
beam profiles are used that are explained later in this section.
4.1.1 Preparation of measured datasets
This subsection describes the procedure used to prepare the measured data.
1. Data acquisition: The modelled beam profile is comparable with any MARS
flatfield datasets as long as they are acquired from the current source model explained
in chapter 3 of my thesis. Hence, we can use either the corresponding flatfield projection
to any MARS measurements or we can acquire a set of custom flatfield datasets that
are specifically acquired to cover a large field of view for our comparison. For our
comparison here, we used three different flatfield datasets acquired along with the
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normal scan procedure but with different scanners and different detector array sizes.
This covers a wide range of manufacturing tolerance as well as different angular beam
profile.
It is noteworthy that the flatfield projections need to be acquired when the gantry is
in stationary state (i.e, normally at zero angle). In the V5 version 1 of the MARS small-
bore scanners, the camera can be translated vertically to acquire data in a larger field
of view. This is useful when the detector array is not long enough to cover a significant
area in front of the beam. This allows us to measure the photon distribution over all
angles in the beam. Figure 4.1 shows the collection of sequential flatfield frames when
they are collected from different camera positions by translating the planar detector
along the vertical direction.
Each measured dataset in DICOM format is used to obtain the exposure properties,
pixel positions across the detector grid, filtration in addition to the averaged number
of photons over the projection frames. The scan properties (see Table 4.1) are used
later to generate the same model photons. We used the counter 1 datasets for this
data analysis. The procedure for processing the measured counts is explained in the
next step.
Table 4.1: Image acquisition parameters used to produce modelled datasets for the corresponding
measurement datasets.
Image acquisition parameter Exp 1
Intrinsic filter 1.8 mm Aluminium
Extrinsic filter 0.375 Brass
Tube current 31µA
Tube voltage 120 kVp
Source to Detector Distance 300 mm
Exposure time 260 ms
Number of camera positions 4
1During my Ph.D. program, two main versions of the small-bore scanners have been developed
in MARS; V5 and V6. All my experiments have been done with V5 scanners. The recent one was
manufactured at the time that I was writing this thesis
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Figure 4.1: The magnified view of the frame sequence collected using a seven chip MARS camera with
different camera positions (CPOS).
Remove faulty pixels: There are some pixels in the detector array that do not
respond properly. That can be identified through their counts. Processing the pixels
counts allows us to classify them into two groups of extremely low- or high- counting
pixels that can be caused due to non-properly bump-bonding the sensor to the ASIC,
sensor defects, etc. The following algorithm is used for finding such faulty pixels.
The initial step of this process is to select a square region of interest (16×16 pixels)
of well-behaved pixels from all the chips of the detector array and find the mean value
of those pixels. We set the mean value as a reference point for the selection of pixels.
Then the pixels with value that are close to the reference mean values are considered
to be the well-behaved pixels. We applied a threshold using the following equation
0.7×Reference ≤ Counts ≤ 1.5×Reference (4.1)
where the reference is the calculated mean reference point. The lower threshold elimi-
nate all the pixels that are not working properly. The selection of the upper threshold
value is based on the proper elimination of pixels that are counting significantly higher
than the reference points. The selection of these threshold values is based on the
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experiments done on some of the MARS measured datasets and make sure that it is
properly eliminated all faulty pixels. We eliminated all faulty pixels by setting them
to NAN values. NaN valued pixels are ignored during data analysis.
Apply regression: The final step of this process is to fit a second-degree polyno-
mial surface to the measured data over all selected pixels of the MARS camera. This
enables us to obtain a high spatial resolution map over the field of view of the MARS
camera regardless of the experimental statistics as well as interpolating the pixel values
excluded due to their abnormal counts from the measured dataset in the previous step.
The fitted dataset is used as a measured dataset to be compared with the model later.
For this fitting purpose we use the Matlab tool called Curve fitting toolbox for the
entire fitting process.
Figure 4.2 shows the measured data points and the corresponding fitted surface.
The coefficient of determination (R2) for a measurement dataset is used to explain the
variability of one factor that is caused by its relationship with another related factor.
This correlation is also known as the goodness of fit. The value of the correlation of
determination normally ranges between 0.0 and 1.0, where 1.0 means a perfect fit. In
this case, the value of the correlation of determination is 0.82. This value indicates that
the fitting parameters used in this sample dataset were moderately good. We applied
this regression to the real data before comparing the fitted surface to the corresponding
modelled data.
The residual of this fitting surface is shown in Figure 4.3. The residuals from a
fitted model are calculated by taking the differences between the original data and
the fitted value at each point. The percentage difference of the residual value to the
original measured data values if the regression fit is close enough to the original data
points to be used for the next step of comparison.
Here, most of the residuals are 3% of the total counts and only a few points show a
residual of about 6%. We used the fitted surface as the measured data for the spatial
photon distribution validation procedure explained in this chapter.
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Figure 4.2: The measurements are shown in the dotted points along with a surface fitted to the
measurement values. The image acquisition parameters used to acquire this MARS datasets is shown
in Table 4.1.
Figure 4.3: The residual counts across the whole pixel points of the MARS camera.
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4.1.2 Preparation of modelled beam profile
Using the experimental parameters extracted from the DICOM header of a given scan,
the corresponding modelled beam profile is achievable and can be used for comparison
process. Some of these parameters represented in Table 4.1 that enables us to generate
the model counts for the same pixel position, filtration and the exposure parameters
used in the scan.
The detailed description and algorithm for producing the modelled counts using
these parameters are explained in chapter 3 of my thesis.
4.1.3 Beam profile assessment
To characterise the measured beam profile and compare it with the modelled beam
profile, we first statically analyse the number of photon counts acquired from the fitted
surface to the measured data along with the corresponding modelled counts. Then we
normalise the modelled and measured counts with respect to the maximum counts over
each beam profile to compare the overall pattern of the beam profiles. The workflow
is shown in Figure 4.4. The following subsections elaborate these procedures and the
corresponding results.
Figure 4.4: The flowchart for the beam profile assessment.
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4.1.3.1 Percentage error between the modelled and measured photon counts
To calculate the error between the modelled and measured photon counts we used
the Root Mean Square Percentage Error (RMSPE) [76]. RMSPE finds the error
between the values predicted by a model and the actual values observed from the real









In this equation modelled counts are the photon counts obtained from the MARS
source model and the measured counts are the fitted datasets produced using the real
scan counts obtained from the MARS CT scanner. For this calculation, we considered
all n pixel positions across the whole projection (including all camera positions). The
image acquisition parameters used in these experiments are shown in Table 4.2. The
percentage error between the modelled and measured datasets for several experiments
are shown in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3 gives the percentage error between 28 − 32% for all the experiments.
Figure 4.5 shows a line profile (horizontal position=0mm) through the measured and
modelled datasets, which was produced using the Experiment 1 scan parameters. Even
though there is a difference in the counts, both datasets appear to have the same overall
shape.
Table 4.2: Image acquisition parameters used for the MARS source model validation process.
Image acquisition parameter Exp 1 Exp 2 Exp 3
Extrinsic filter 0.375 Brass 0.250 Brass 2 mm Al
Tube current 28µA 341µA 27µA
Tube voltage 120 kVp 120 kVp 120 kVp
Source to Detector Distance 270 mm 950 mm 120 mm
Exposure time 220 ms 120 ms 220 ms
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Table 4.3: Photon count difference between MARS data-sets and MARS source model for the entire
detector area.
Experiment (scan ID) Exp 1 Exp 2 Exp 3
Percentage error 31.75% 31.67% 28.08%
Figure 4.5: The comparison of the modelled beam profile with the fitted to the measured counts.
The error percentage shown in the table is unavoidable because the photon counts
computed by the MARS source model does not exclude the number of photons that
are not be detected through the detection mechanism occurring in the detector ar-
ray or those photons are scattered and absorbed by the scanner’s components (eg:
collimators) before reaching the detector. It is noteworthy that in all experimental
datasets used in this study, the x-ray beam was collimated through a square lead
collimators. As mentioned in chapter 2, the intrinsic filter of all x-ray sources used in
these experiments are equivalent to 1.8mm Aluminium.
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The sensor crystal will not capture all photons also a reason for this difference in
the photon counts. The sensor crystal is 2mm thick and the efficiency is not 100% over
the whole spectrum. So some photons emitted will go through the detector completely.
That would definitely make the measured data lower than the modelled data.
The accuracy of the counter thresholds can increase or decrease the counted photons
depending on which direction it is biased in may results in the count difference.
Fluorescence in the detector can turn a high energy photon into two low energy
ones. Depending on the energy threshold, that can increase or decrease the photon
counts. For example, if a photon was just above the threshold and is split into two
photons below the threshold, it is no longer counted. Still, overall, this would tend to
decrease in measured photon counts.
Pulse pileup means that two or more photons can be registered as a single high
energy photon. That would tend to decrease the number of the photons counted. Note
that in a flatfield, the flux is high, so pulse pileup could be quite strong. I note that
the lowest percentage error is for Experiment 3 with 2mm Aluminium and a low tube
current. I would be interested to see if using a much thicker extrinsic filter would
reduce the percentage error. That would indicate that pulse pileup is the biggest
contributor to the discrepancy.
4.1.3.2 Assessing the overall patterns
To compare the shape of the beam profile, first, we normalised the modelled and
experimental fitted datasets using the maximum count value in each dataset. By doing
this, we can accurately assess the spatial photon distribution regardless of the count
difference. This allows us to see if there is any abnormalities in the measured beam
profile that could cause by the x-ray box and displacement of the x-ray tube or camera
during manufacturing process. This can also help with the regular quality assurance
of the system to check how it is getting over time due to the scanner movement,
maintenance, aging of the x-ray tube etc.
The normalised spatial photon distribution of the fitted MARS dataset is plotted in
Figure 4.6 (a). The corresponding normalised spatial photon distribution of the MARS
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source model is shown in Figure 4.6 (b). Here we used the data from Experiment 3
shown in Table 4.2.
(a) Measured data (b) Modelled data
Figure 4.6: Normalised count distribution of the measured and modelled datasets
From this figure, we can see that the counts at the middle of the MARS camera
(vertical position at 0mm) for both datasets showing the maximum count values. We
can see a slight offset Figure 4.6 (a) (dashed white line). The whole spot at the beam
center (the spot which has the highest count value) looks elliptical shape in both
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results. The model and real data are axis aligned. That is quite significant as it would
mean that the heel effect of both real and model are axis aligned, but it need a small
horizontal shift to get the same shape. It suggests that the model might needs some
calibration for each scanner to ensure the model can truly represent the real pattern
of the incident photon counts generated in each scanner. This allows us to provide the
forward model with a more realistic form of the beam profile, which is unique to each
scanner; resulting in more accurate material images.
One of the possible reasons for discrepancies between the pattern of the modelled
and measured beam profile is that the source model was developed for an anode with
focal spot of 70µm, whereas in reality, the size of the focal spot is approximately three
times greater than the focal spot used in the model. This was investigated by Neryda
Duncan, my Ph.D. research fellow.
Another reason for having an elliptical and angled experimental beam profile which
its severity differs from scanner to scanner, could be tilted anode with respect to the
detector. This could happen due to either inaccuracy in manufacturing the x-ray tube
or not-properly mounting the x-ray tube or camera in the gantry. As discussed before,
assessing the measured beam profile using model allows us to find out the severe
manufacturing faults and correct them. If we consider all these factors and calibrate
the modelled datasets according to these variations, the modelled datasets can produce
the same beam profile shape as the real scan datasets.
Figure(4.7) shows that the shapes of the beam profile of both measured (fitted
datasets) and modelled beam profile are very close along the concave down parabolic
curves. To plot the curves, we picked a line profile through the beam center (horizontal
position=0mm), which is the spot we can see the highest count in Figure 4.6(a).
However, a slight variation seen on either sides of their parabolic shapes is another
evidence of anode tilt with a larger focal spot in real world that mentioned above.
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Figure 4.7: The diagram for the assessment of the beam profile properties. Both the measured and
modelled beam profiles have similar concavity and shown only a minor difference in the latus rectums.
The results provided can confirm that the model is reliable enough to be used
in future reconstruction software. In addition to the visual inspection, I statistically
compared the photon counts of the measured and the modelled beam at each pair of
data points over the beam profile. This helps to confirm the accuracy of the developed
MARS source model. We used three different datasets from different scanners acquired
in different time periods for this statistical analysis process.
To run statistical tests between the results obtained using the normalised measured
and modelled datasets, I consider all the data points across the spatial domain of both
spectra for the evaluation process.
The equation 4.3 is used to calculate the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE)
value. The modelled counts are the normalised modelled counts obtained from the
MARS source model and the measured counts are the normalised fitted counts ob-
tained from the MARS scanner with all n data points across the MARS camera. The
percentage error difference between the normalised modelled and measured counts for
several experiments is presented in Table 4.4. The percentage error difference is in the
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range of 0.2%− 2% that justifies the amount of difference between the overall patterns









Table 4.4: Percentage error of the normalised count difference between measured and modelled beam
profile across the whole pixel points of the MARS camera.
Experiment (scan ID) Exp 1 Exp 2 Exp 3
Percentage error 2% 0.25% 1%
Then I used the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) for the statistical analysis
of the normalised measured and modelled datasets. ICC methods helps to understand
the agreement between the modelled and fitted shape. The ICC estimation with 95%
confident intervals was calculated using the IMB SPSS statistical package version 26
based on the absolute-agreement with the two-way mixed-effects model. Based on
the 95% confident interval of the ICC estimation, a value greater than 0.9 indicates
excellent reliability, the value between 0.75 and 0.9 indicates good reliability, the value
between 0.5 and 0.75 indicates moderate reliability, and the values less than 0.5 in-
dicates poor reliability [77]. The results of the ICC correlation of the normalised
modelled and measured beam profile for several MARS experimental data-sets are
shown in Table 4.5. Based on these results we can confirm the correlation coefficient
between the measured and modelled beam profile has excellent reliability, the result
value ranges from 0.935-0.999. The p-value for all correlation coefficients is less than
0.05 indicating that the correlation values are statistically significant. The experimen-
tal datasets are the same that were mentioned for the previous evaluation process that
is shown in Table 4.2.
Table 4.5: ICC correlation of the normalised count of the measured and modelled counts at the beam
centre.
Experiment (scan ID) Exp 1 Exp 2 Exp 3
ICC 0.935 0.999 0.943
p value < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
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4.2 Spectral photon distribution validation
In this section, we validate the modelled spectrum against a similar spectrum obtained
from SpekCalc. We also compare the modelled spectrum with a spectrum produced
using the MARS scanner. This evaluation procedure looks at the spectral properties
of the MARS source model.
4.2.1 Modelled spectrum vs SpekCalc spectrum
To test the behaviour of the implemented source model across the energy domain we
assessed the shapes of the generated spectrum against a SpekCalc simulation with the
same input parameters.
Figure 4.8 shows the modelled spectra obtained from the MARS source model and
using the SpekCalc model for a tube voltage of 120kV p. There are minor discrepancies
observed between these two models, that could be due to the difference in applying an
analytical model to the results produced by the Monte Carlo code in both models.
Figure 4.8: The recorded spectrum of the MARS source model compared with the SpekCalc model
for the tube voltage 120kV p. The spectrum were normalised based on the bremsstrahlung peak value.
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The characteristic lines were shown in the same energy bins except for Kα1. There
is also a discrepancy in the tungsten characteristic peak heights, this is due to the
variation in generating the tungsten characteristics in both models. This variation is
due to the different energy binning in the implemented source model. The MARS
source model uses the upper limit of the energy interval for each energy bin. For
example, in the MARS source model all photons from 20keV to 21keV are treated as
21keV . The SpekCalc uses the center of an energy interval for each energy bin. For
example, in the SpekCalc model all photons from 20.5keV to 21.5keV are accounted
as 21keV . In conclusion, the reason for the slight variation in these models is due to
the variation in the photon transport and the variation of the binning process.
4.2.2 Modelled spectrum vs MARS scanner spectrum
To validate the modelled spectrum, we recorded a spectrum using a MARS CZT
detector and compared it to an equivalent MARS source model spectrum. This is
shown in Figure (4.9). The scan parameters used for data acquisition are shown in
Table (4.6).
Figure 4.9: The plotted diagram of the spectrum generated using the CZT detector and the cor-
responding spectrum generated using the MARS source model. The tube voltage is 120 kVp and
tube current of 18µA with the exposure time of 160ms. Significant distortions can be visible in the
measured spectrum due to the detector effects.
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Table 4.6: The image acquisition parameters used to obtain the modelled and measured spectrum
from the MARS CZT detector.
Image acquisition parameter Exp 1
Detector CZT - Medipix3RX
Intrinsic filter 1.8mm Aluminium
Tube current 18µA
Tube voltage 120 kVp
Source to Detector Distance 284 mm
Source to Object Distance 212 mm
Exposure time 160 ms
Number of frames 100
The measured spectrum was obtained by setting the counter’s DAC (Digital to
Analogue convertor) values from 50 − 350 with a step size of 30. A reasonable scan
time was maintained by acquiring 100 frames at every threshold and it is averaged
across all the frames. The differential spectrum was then obtained by taking the
difference between consecutive values. We used a DAC step size of 30 to minimize
statistical noise in the energy bins. The following equation 4.4, which is unique to
each detector and obtained via the energy calibration process, is used to convert DAC
values to energy values.
DAC = (slope ∗ E) + offset (4.4)
where slope and offset are obtained via energy calibration during routine scanner
maintenance.
The plotted source model was corrected based on the detector efficiency of the
sensor layer to make it comparable. The sensor layer material is CZT and is 2mm
thick that is used in the following equation defined to calculate the detection efficiency
DE = 1− eµET (4.5)
where µE is the linear attenuation coefficient (mm−1) (from NIST table) of the sensor
material with thickness T and energy E.
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The above mentioned detector efficiency is used to correct the source model counts
by using the equation
IE = Qi ×DE (4.6)
where IE is the final photon counts plotted in Figure (4.9), Qi is the total photon
counts obtained from the MARS source model and DE is the correction coefficient for
detector efficiency.
In Figure 4.9, the total photon counts across the modelled spectrum is about 29%
more than the measured photon counts that is within the range of photon counts
presented in Table 4.3. Furthermore, the escape peak of CdKα1 is shown around
23.1keV for the measured data. This is because of the Cd fluorescence generated in
the CZT sensor layer of the Medipix 3RX detectors. The strong Cd peak can be
observed in the measured spectrum. As the range of those fluorescence photons is
larger than the pixel pitch, they can be registered as a photon count in neighbouring
pixels. We observed some distortion effect on the measured spectrum. The MARS
detector model is expected to deal with these abnormalities. The combination of
tungsten characteristic peaks (Kα1, Kα2) can be observed around 59.5keV .
There are some other possible reasons for the spectral distortions in the photon-
counting detectors including pulse pile-up, charge sharing, threshold dispersion, in-
complete charge collection, arbitration threshold settings, etc as mentioned earlier.
Several artifacts associated with both charge generation and transport in semiconduc-
tor crystals and pulse height analysis in read-out electronics and fluorescence can cause
spectral distortion in photon-counting detectors [27].
4.3 Discussion
The evaluation results showed that the overall pattern of the modelled and the mea-
sured beam profiles are in agreement within less than 2%. The magnitude of the
modelled photon counts is higher than the measured photon counts over all spatial
points. The overall shape of the modelled and measured spectrum also follow each
other. However, in some energies there are some discrepancies due to the charge
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collection mechanism of detector.
In general, the photon count difference between the modelled and real scan mea-
surement may be due to the absence of the detector model and the photons that may
be absorbed by the collimators before reaching the detector. When comparing the
spectrum shapes of the modelled datasets against the fitted datasets, there was a good
agreement between these results. Even though there was a minor discrepancy, we saw
the beam center showing the same elliptical shape in these results. The minor discrep-
ancy is due to the slight anode angle variation and the focal spot difference noticed
in the x-ray tube due to the manufacturing defects. If we calibrate the model by con-
sidering all these facts we should be able to obtain results matching the measurement
datasets.
When comparing the simulated spectrum to SpeckCalc, it showed only a minor
discrepancy, which is due to the binning variation applied in these two models. The
spectrum generated using the simulated spectrum was compared against real MARS
data, and we noticed a distortions in the real MARS results due to spectral distortions
in the MARS detector.
From the above mentioned statements, we can say that the implemented source
model is reliable, but it may need some calibrations from real-world measurements.
When the detector model is ready to use, we can integrate models of all essential com-
ponents of the forward-model based reconstruction algorithm and do further studies.
4.4 Summary
• This chapter presents an evaluation of the developed source model by comparing
the MARS source model against corresponding real MARS scans.
• When applying RMSPE to determine the global percentage error, we found a
large difference. This is likely due to the absence of the detector model and the
photons may be absorbed by the collimators before reaching the detector.
• After normalising the data to eliminate the global error we discovered that the
modelled and measured datasets produces a very similar spatial photon distri-
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bution pattern. This means that the modelled results has a good agreement
between measured and modelled datasets.
• When applying statistical analysis methods such as the ICC correlation and
MAPE method for the beam profile assessment, the results reinforce the obser-
vation that they both have a very similar shape.
• The spectral photon distribution of the modelled spectrum compared with a
SpekCalc model and their results were close.
• The MARS measured spectrum was compared with the modelled spectrum and




Integration of source model into the
simulation software
This chapter presents how the implemented source model, which is described in the
chapter 3 of my thesis, became useful in simulation software. The MARS simulation
software was developed by Dr. Niels de Ruiter to test the image processing software
using fully controlled testing criteria. I was involved in this implementation software
by providing the developed source model to integrate into the simulation software.
This can produce a MARS-like data-set from an set of ideal material volumes. The
MARS source model replaced a source spectrum that was derived from a free Siemens
web-based source model [78].
Simulation can be used in a variety of different ways. One of the uses is to
investigate the geometric effects of the system. We can intentionally add errors into
the simulation software to see how these errors affect the reconstructed results. This
helps to understand how the various geometric parameters influence each other to
produce different types of artefacts. Such knowledge makes it easier to then refine our
geometric calibration algorithms.
The simulation can also be used to test the image quality of MARS datasets.
Another use of the simulation is to identify the possible effects of the forward model in
the reconstruction. A description about the forward model is given in the chapter 2 of
this thesis. As a reminder, the main components of the forward model are the source,
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the filter, the collimator and the detector. The simulation model now contains the
MARS source model and also a reasonable filter model. However, it still assumes an
ideal collimator and detector for those models.Without the detector model we cannot
study the complete effect of the forward model in reconstruction. However, the source
model itself will help to get useful results in future studies.
The simulation software also helps to identify the issues in projection images of real
scan data. For this purpose we need the material volumes from the dataset to simulate
the scan. Then we can produce synthetic projection images using these datasets, which
can be compared to the original projection images to find issues.
The simulation software produces a range of different outputs including noise free
flatfield data, and noise-free or noisy scan data. The noise-free flatfield data approxi-
mates what you should get by averaging a large number of flatfield images in practice.
The noise-free scan data produces a scan that can be used to observe any effects in-
troduced by the reconstruction algorithm. It can also be used to establish a ground
truth. The noisy scan data tries to produce images as close as possible to a real scan
(as much as the accuracy of the forward model allows).
The main aim of the studies described in this chapter is to validate the effects
of the flatfield data obtained from the simulation software using the source model
compared to actual flatfield data obtained from the real scan measurements. The
previous chapter test results was to calculate the expectations of the source model in
isolation. The tests in this chapter help to establish that the source model is operating
as expected together with the other simulation components.
5.1 Overview of the MARS simulation software
To implement the simulation software, it considers various components such as the
geometry, the source model, the filter model, the collimator model, the subject model,
the sensor model and ASIC model(together forms the detector model), and the noise
model. By applying these components, we can estimate photon counts for the scan
data and flatfield data. The following subsections describe each component.
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5.1.1 Geometry
To consider the geometry it is necessary to consider both the geometry of the scanner
and the geometry of the ray. The geometry of the scanner determines the position
of the source and the pixel with respect to the volume. The geometry of the rays
determines the relevance of each voxel in the volume to each pixel in the detector. The
general MARS geometric model applies a set of rotations and translations on rigid
bodies.
In the simulation, the ray geometry is established by raytracing multiple lines
from the source to randomised points within each detector pixel. We do not consider
scattering, which is quite complex. Ideally, a line would be traced per photon emitted
from the source. However, this would be extremely slow. Instead, the simulation
considers a subset of lines per pixel(e.g. 200 lines) that it can randomly assign to each
emitted photon.
5.1.2 Raytracing
The volume is represented as a set of cubic voxels. It is assumed that the volume data
itself is contained within a cylinder. So, even though the volume slices are square, the
voxels in the outer corners remain unused.
Tracing a line through the regular cubic grid in space between the source and the
detector, is flexible for bresenham raytracing [79]. Bresenham raytracing exploits the
constant distance travelled by the line across grid boundaries for each axis. To calculate
the intersection of the line with any grid, we should simply calculate the position of
the first grid line intersection in each axis. From there, the next intersections are
multiples of the constant distance between grid boundaries. This bresenham algorithm
is simple, fast and efficient method for line generation in 2D space as well as for 3D
images [80]. Here we use bresenham raytracing to go through the voxels in the volume
and determine the length of the line through each voxel.
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5.1.3 Source model
The implemented MARS source model is used in the simulation software. This model
was established by generating a large lookup table containing coefficients to an equation
linking the tube voltage, tube current, exposure time, ray angle, and pixel area to the
predicted emitted photon counts towards the pixel. It considers tube voltages within
the range of 30 kVp to 120 kVp to the nearest keV. The detailed description of the
MARS source model is found in chapter 3 of this thesis.
Previously, the simulation was using the spectrum from the Siemens web model.
The spectrum generated from the Siemens model and the MARS source model are
shown in Figure (5.1). The Siemens model only considers the central ray. So to use it,
there is no change over θ or φ. Instead, the shape of the spectrum is constant for each
pixel regardless or the angle, or the length of the ray. So the beam profile is definitely
warped.
The MARS source model is customised based on the x-ray tube used in the MARS
scanner and can produce the photon counts incident on each pixel of the detector.
The total emitted photons over the ray was specified directly in the Siemens model
whereas the MARS source model uses the tube current, tube voltage, and exposure
time to produce the photon counts. In conclusion, the MARS source model is more
appropriate to use in the MARS simulation software to produce the photon counts
based on the scan parameters and the MARS components.
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Figure 5.1: Spectrum generated using the MARS source model and the spectrum from the Siemens
modelling website.
5.1.4 Filter model
The filter model supports any number of filters. However, the shape of each filter must
be a bar, for now. We can use any filter materials and specify their thickness. The




Here, µ is the mass coefficient of the filter material (cm2/mg) at the required energy, ρ
is the density of the filter material under standard conditions (mg/ml) or (mg/cm3),
and T is the thickness of the filter bar (cm) and cosθ and cosφ are the effects of the
line angle. The intrinsic filtration used in the MARS x-ray tube is 1.8mm Aluminium.
The intrinsic filtration already built into the source model, so there is no need to add
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this here.
5.1.5 Collimator model
The collimator model used in the simulation has a constant value of one i.e. does
nothing. This choice is because the MARS scanner only has collimators limiting the
outer boundary of the x-ray beam. This boundary does not appear within the camera
field of view. So only when we consider scatter would there be an effect of collimation.
It assumes that the camera is in full view of the source and that it has no additional
effects such as scatter.
5.1.6 Subject model
In the subject model, it considers the volume as a cubic voxels of specified width. Each
cubic voxel represents the density of the material. There can also be more than one
material in a single voxel. To get the likelihood of a photon transmitting through each






Here µm,E is the mass coefficient of each material (cm2/mg) provided in the ideal
volume material m and at specfic energy E, and ρ is the density of a particular
voxel(v) (mg/ml) or (mg/cm3) and the D is the distance (cm) of the line (L) through
the voxel (v) calculated using the bresenham raytracing algorithm.
5.1.7 Sensor model
The likelihood of the photon being absorbed by the sensor crystal S is expressed using
the Beer-Lambert law as shown in equation (5.3)
S = 1− e−
µρT
cosθcosφ (5.3)
Here µ is the mass coefficient of the sensor material (cm2/mg), ρ is the density of
the material under standard conditions (mg/ml) or (mg/cm3), and T is the thickness
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(cm) of the crystal and cosθ and cosφ are the line angles. In the sensor model it
is assumed that all the pixels are of equal volume. It does not take into account
impurities that can distort the size of the pixel. From the geometric point of view,
there is a probability that photon may interact with more than one pixel if the value
of θ or φ is sufficiently large. Here we assume that the pixel faces the line directly and
each line will go to a single pixel. Other effects such as charge sharing, pulse pileup
and fluorescence are not modelled at this time.
5.1.8 ASIC model
The ASIC contains circuitry for each pixel. Each square pixel is 55µm wide and has
2 counters, each of which has its own threshold. The photon is counted when the
photon energy in the circuitry exceeds the threshold. Each counter has differences in
the calibration between the threshold and the energy it represents. This difference is
not taken into account in the current simulation software, but should be available in
the near future. The medipix detector has multiple modes that involve pixels sharing
circuitry.
To summarise, current ASIC model is a perfect step function that is zero below
a set threshold and one past the same threshold. All pixels use the same threshold
value for the same counter index. As described in chapter 2 of this thesis, in the
spectroscopic mode, a square pixel width of 0.11mm is formed by clusters of 2 × 2
pixels grouped together.
5.1.9 Noise model
The noise model used in the simulation software combines the filter model, the colli-
mator model, the subject model, the sensor model, and the ASIC model as a series
of likelihoods. The first step is to find out how many photons are emitted towards
the pixel. This is modeled using a Poisson random variable. The expected number
of photons travelling towards each pixel is predicted by the source model and it uses
a poisson random variable to generate the actual number of photons emitted towards
the pixel.
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Next, determine the energy of each photon that is emitted. The energy spectrum is
modeled by normalising the spectrum produced the MARS source model towards that
pixel (area under the curve equals one). That gives an emission distribution describing
how likely it is for a photon to be of a particular energy. A random number between 0
and 1 picks the position in this distribution to choose the photon energy to the nearest
keV.
Next step is to find out the line which the photon travels on. It has already
traced and recorded n lines. So it only needs to randomly pick one. Then it needs
to find out if the photon managed to go through the filter, the volume, and was
then absorbed by the sensor. This is modeled by multiplying the Beer-Lambert law
terms for each component at the established energy of the photon. That gives the
likelihood for a photon to be detected by the sensor. A random number between zero
and one determines if the photon was detected or not. The likelihood terms here can
be precomputed over the energies and lines into an overall absorption distribution for
faster processing.
Finally step is to check whether the detected photon is counted or not. The
ASIC model just applies the step function to register all photons above each counter
threshold. To summarise, there are four levels of randomness applied including:
• A Poisson random variable for the total photons emitted towards a pixel.
• To determine the energy of each photon from the emission distribution.
• To pick a line within the ray for the photon to follow.
• To determine if the photon was absorbed by the sensor.
The above procedures help to obtain the flatfield data using a perfect set of expected
values. In practice, it uses flatfield by averaging a large number of exposures. In theory,
to get an expected term we do the same approach even though the quality is affected
by the number of exposures used. For the flatfield data, the absorption distribution is
different because it does not include the effects of the volume. Without the random
variables, the scan data has an expected number of photons emitted, the average of all
lines, an emission distribution, and an absorption distribution.
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5.2 Validation of simulation results
This section validates the flatfield results obtained from the MARS simulation software
and compares the results with the corresponding MARS real measurements datasets.
Firstly, we calculate the percentage difference between the photon counts obtained from
the simulation results and then compare them with the MARS datasets. Secondly, we
normalise the datasets and plot both outputs. This helps to understand the outcome
of the simulation results has a similar beam profile shape as the real measurement
datasets. The steps for this validation procedure are as follows:
• Acquire MARS flatfield images from the MARS CT scanner.
• Prepare simulated flatfield results using the corresponding parameters used for
acquiring the MARS datasets.
• Find outliers in the MARS images and excluded those pixels from both the
MARS images and simulation results to make them comparable with each other.
• Evaluate the MARS dataset results with the corresponding simulation photon
count results.
• Normalise both results by using the median value of the corresponding results
and plot the results. Then evaluate the normalised results.
The detailed description of the above procedures is presented in the following subsec-
tions.
5.2.1 Experimental data acquisition
The scan parameters used for this experiment are shown in Table 5.1.
The flatfield image obtained from the MARS datasets is averaged across the 720
exposures. From the MARS datasets, we want to remove the outliers to avoid issues
related with these bad behaving pixels from further data analysis procedure. To achieve
this, we sorted the pixel values and remove the pixel values which belong to the upper
and lower quartile. Here we assume that there will be roughly an equal number of
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Table 5.1: Image acquisition parameters used for the evaluation of the MARS datasets with the
corresponding simulation results.
Image acquisition parameter Variables
Number of exposures 720
Extrinsic filter 0.375 Brass
Tube current 28µA
Tube voltage 120 kVp
Source to Detector Distance 270 mm
Exposure time 220 ms
outliers on both sides. This process helps to remove all the bad behaving pixels even
it removes some of the good pixels during this procedure.
In Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4, I plotted the MARS datasets with and without out-
liers. Those outliers are the bad behaving pixels, and also the gaps between detectors,
that will affect the comparison between the MARS datasets and the simulation re-
sults. So to prevent the issues with these outliers, we ignored the higher and lower
pixel count values and kept the values which are in the median value range. Figure 5.3
shows before removing the outliers and this image is plotted using the MARS datasets
shown in Figure 5.2. Figure 5.4 shows after pixel indices which have these outliers
from the pixel indices. We can see that after removing the outliers we get a range of
pixels which is behaving well.
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Figure 5.2: MARS measurement datasets. The yellow wide rectangle is the selected region of interest
(ROI) used to plot in Figure 5.3
Figure 5.3: MARS datasets before removing the outliers. Here we can see more high and low counting
pixels which happened due to the defects in the sensors, charge sharing etc. The high counting values
are the values above 1540 counts value and the low counting values are the values less than 1200
counts. These values are calculated by sorting the count values and removing the pixels from the
upper and lower quartile. We assumed that there would be equal number of outliers on both sides.
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Figure 5.4: MARS datasets after removing the outliers. The outliers are removed by sorting the count
values and removing the pixels from the upper and lower quartile.
5.2.2 Percentage difference of simulated and measured counts
The percentage error difference between the simulation results and the MARS datasets
is calculated by using the symmetric median absolute percentage error (MAPE) and









Here S(i) is the simulated photon counts and M(i) is the measured photon counts the
pixel index i. For this calculation we considered n pixels which are the number of all the
well-behaved across all pixel points of the MARS detector. The MAPE results of the
simulation and MARS datasets is 29.7% count difference. This 29.7% discrepancy is
likely because of detector effects such as charge sharing, pulse pile-up, and fluorescence,
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which are not modelled in the simulation software yet. The simulation results plotted
based on the simulation datasets shown in Figure 5.5. The corresponding plotted
results across the whole pixel points of the MARS datasets and the simulation results
with their quadratic fit are shown in Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.5: MARS source model results. The yellow wide rectangle is the selected region of interest
(ROI) used to plot the simulation results
Figure 5.6: The counts obtained from the simulation software and the Measured results count from the
MARS scanner is plotted. The corresponding polynomial fit curve for the measured and simulation
also plotted here.
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5.2.3 Evaluation of normalised count difference
In this section we normalise the plots with their median values and see how the shape
of the photon distribution varies in both simulation and MARS dataset results. This
assessment helps us to confirm the reliability of the developed MARS source model
and the simulation software to predict the actual count value. Figure 5.7 shows the
normalised counts of both the measured and simulation results plotted against the pixel
indices. The normalised count error difference between the measured and simulation
results are calculated using symmetric median absolute percentage error (MAPE). The
MAPE is calculated by using equation 5.5. Here norm_S(i) is the normalised count
of the simulation results obtained from the simulation software and norm_M(i) is the
normalised measured counts obtained from the MARS CT scanner for all the pixels.
The count difference percentage result obtained using this equation is only 1.25%.
We also performed the Intra Class Correlation (ICC) with 95% confident interval of
the ICC estimation to analyse the reliability of the normalised results. Based on this
statistical analysis, the result obtained is 0.925 which shows an excellent correlation
between the normalised simulation and measured results. The p-value for the corre-












Figure 5.7: Normalised count of both MARS measured datasets and the simulation results across the
MARS detector pixel indices.
5.3 Discussion
The photon count difference between the modelled and real scan measurement showed
some discrepancies. The reasons for this discrepancies are already explained in the
chapter 4 of my thesis. The main purpose of the evaluation described in this chapter
is to make sure that the source model in the simulation software is behaving well
along with the other simulation components. These studies confirmed that the simula-
tion software with the implemented source model software is useful for producing the
MARS-like datasets from a set of ideal material volumes. The source model software
itself only can produce the modelled flatfield data. However, the simulated software
can be used to test the image quality of MARS datasets. It can also identify the
possible effects of the forward model in the reconstruction.
The evaluation results shows a good agreement between the simulation and real
scan measurements. So we can use the simulation software to produce noise free
flatfield data, and noise free or noisy scan images. The noise free scan data helps to
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observe the effects in the reconstruction algorithm. The noisy scan data is the image
closer to the real scan results.
5.4 Summary
• The implemented MARS source model was integrated into the current simulation
software after replacing a free web-based model from Siemens.
• When applying MAPE to determine the percentage error, we found that there is
21.7% differnce between the measured and simulation results. This is due to the
absence of detector model in the simulation software.
• The validation of the normalised counts of the simulation and measured datasets
percentage difference calculated by using the sMAPE method. This result shows
that the normalised measured and simulated results following the same pattern
over the beam profile.
• By applying the statistical analysis to the normalised results, we confirmed there
is an excellent correlation between the simulation and measure results which
means the source model used in the simulation software is ideal.
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Implementation of MARS MD
The main aim of the study presented in this chapter was to improve the usability of
the MARS material decomposition (MD) software. The material images are the main
resultant images of the MARS spectral imaging systems. So it was very important to
improve the accuracy and speed of the former MARS MD software. The performance
of the program was improved by applying direct simultaneous equations instead of an
iterative solver for non-negative least square equations. The developed MD algorithm
also removed some issues from the former MD code to improve the accuracy of the
algorithm and to increase its speed through efficient multithreading.
MARS MD is an important part of the MARS imaging chain that quantifies a
selected set of materials from reconstructed energy bins. It is the final step in the
MARS image processing chain. The former MARS MD algorithm was developed by
Dr. Christopher Bateman [81] using MATLAB and later David Knight [82] ported the
software into C++ and integrated it into the MARS imaging chain. After making
changes to the code, it is important to make sure that the algorithm works as expected
with at-least the same accuracy as before. So we confirm that the quantification of
materials is done correctly by analysing some sample datasets.
The former MD algorithm, it uses an iterative non-negative least square solver
to find one or two material solutions. The aim of the non-negative squares is to
minimise the sum of squares of the errors while strictly enforcing that the result is
non-negative. It is used in applications such as computer vision and image processing,
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signal processing, machine learning, etc [83]. The design and implementation of the
iterative solver are done by Lawson and Hanson [84] and the variation of the algorithm
that was used in the original MATLAB version is called lsqnonneg. David knight
ported the same algorithm into C++ for the version used in the imaging chain.
In our developed MD algorithm, we replaced the non-negative iterative method
with a direct analytic solution. This improves performance as we compute the direct
solution in only one step. The improvements in the speed performance and the running
time using both these methods are compared and results are provided in the final
section of this chapter.
Another change we have made to improve the former MD method is to remove
some former errors found in the denoising filters. There is a one-pixel offset to the
right-down diagonal position noticed after applying the denoise filters and this error is
fixed in the developed MD.
The developed version will soon be added to the commercial MARS imaging chain.
This will help to make the pre-clinical research with the MARS scanner become easier
and faster.
6.1 Background study
MD means "Material Decomposition", also known as "basis decomposition" which in
spectral CT decomposes spectral information into its contributing material compo-
nents. The first basic decomposition method was introduced by Alvarez and Macovski
[85]. In this method, they split the x-ray signals into the contributions of the pho-
toelectric effect and Compton scattering (which is described in the chapter 2). The
representation of the attenuation coefficient is given in equation 6.1.
µ(E) = Cphoto ×
1
E3
+ Ccompt × fKN(E) (6.1)
Here Cphoto and Ccompt are the relevant cross-sections coefficients. The function fKN(E)
is the Klein-Nishina function, which is a formula that gives the differential cross-section
of incident photons scattered from a single free electron. Alverz and Macovski assume
that the power of Z (atomic number) is a constant.
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The MARS MD algorithm is performed on reconstructed images. This is known
as post-reconstruction material analysis or image space material decomposition. The
product of the basis functions per material fj(E) and a material density, aj for each
material j and the linear combination of all of these material properties results in the
attenuation coefficient function of a voxel µ(E) [81] as shown in equation 6.2.
µ(E) = a1f1(E) + a2f2(E) + .......+ ajfj(E) (6.2)
This set of all mass attenuation coefficients is known prior to beginning the material
decomposition.
Some challenges faced by MD algorithms are three types of misidentification or
misclassification that may occur while doing a material classification [81]. First is
numerical instability, which is caused by a large material basis set that has similar
attenuation curves for different materials. One of the methods to solve this problem is
to promote sparse solutions [86, 87].
Secondly, materials that are not represented by the given basis set will be misiden-
tified as combinations of different materials that are represented. This is an expected
error and is part of the reality of MD. For example, iodine images in dual-energy
CT have iodine in soft tissues, bones, as well as where the contrast agent is located.
Therefore, the limit is two materials, so this issue is widespread. With more than two
materials, you can do much better, but there will likely still be materials that are not
part of the basis. Finally, the presence of noise and artifacts (such as beam harden-
ing, ring artefacts, etc) in the reconstructed data can produce large errors, especially
between materials with similar attenuation properties.
6.2 Structure of MARS MD algorithm
The MARS MD algorithm has four following steps:
1. Applying an optional mean filter with a circular kernel.
2. Applying a Statistical Segmentation Technique (SST) to segment voxels into
three different binary classes including air, soft tissue (lipid or water), or high-Z
(bone, contrast agents, etc).
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3. Applying a median filter to eliminate speckle and holes that present in the results
of the segmentation phase.
4. Performing a Combinatorial Material Decomposition (CMD) algorithm to each
voxel depending on its class.
The workflow of the MARS MD algorithm is illustrated in Figure 6.1. The proposed
MD algorithm also adopts the same structure as the former MARS MD algorithm.
The following subsections include a description of the former MD steps, the problems
identified in those steps, and the modifications made in the developed MD algorithm in-
order to overcome those issues. For a detailed description of the former MD algorithms
refers to chapter 4 of the thesis by Dr. Christopher Bateman [81].
Figure 6.1: Workflow of the developed MD algorithm.
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6.2.1 Optional mean filter with a circular kernel
Former MARS MD
Let us say that we want m materials to be quantified in the object, that we have E
Energy bins, and let us assume that every image is made up of n2 pixels. The inputs
of the MARS MD algorithm are a covariance matrix (E×E values) representing noise
between the energy bins (typically calculated using an air region), the reconstructed
voxels (E × n2 values per slices), and the given material basis matrix (E ×m values).
The initial step of the developed MARS MD algorithm is to apply a denoising filter.
In the past, the reconstructed energy bins were very noisy, especially in high-energy
bins and narrow energy bins, which have fewer photons in them. The MARS MD
algorithm uses post-reconstruction so the noise in the reconstructed volumes affects
the material analysis results.
The filter is done by taking the voxel from the reconstructed images and for each
voxel in an image, replaces that voxel value with the average of all voxels that lie
within a circle of radius r centered on that voxel.
Developed MARS MD
There was a problem identified in this step. The resulting values are not correctly
placed in the output image voxels. This results in a voxel offset to the right-down
diagonal position and changes for all voxels in the image. This offset affects the
output of the MD because the inputs to the other MD stages are now in the wrong
position. That makes it harder to align the final image with the original reconstructed
attenuation image.
This bug was fixed by writing the voxels after averaging using its neighbouring
voxels to the correct position of the voxel. Still, as this stage of the MD is optional,
these changes only have a minor impact for the user.
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6.2.2 Statistical Segmentation Technique (SST)
Former MARS MD
The main purpose of the SST algorithm is to classify the voxels into either air, soft tis-
sue (lipid or water), or dense material (bone, calcium, etc) based on their attenuation
properties. This method identifies the group of material voxels that has similar gradi-
ents in their attenuation profile. To improve the material classification for boundary
cases, it uses the Mahalanobis distance (D(x, µ)2). The Mahalanobis distance metric
is used to measure the closest distance between a value x and a mean distribution
value µ. For any measurement x, mean distribution µ, and covariance matrix C, the
distance calculation is shown in equation 6.3.
D(x, µ)2 = (x− µ)TC(x− µ) (6.3)
Here the voxels found within the 95% confidence interval of the boundary material
are directly allocated to the soft tissue class. The 95% confidence interval means that
the 95% of all measurements taken from that distribution belongs to that confidence
interval. Otherwise, the voxel is classified into air, soft tissue, or high-Z materials
based on three conditions. First, if the voxel attenuation is less than lipid it considers
it to be air. Second, if the voxel attenuation is between the lipid and water it belongs
to the soft tissue class. Finally, if the voxel attenuation is greater than water then that
voxels considered to be part of the dense material class.
Segmentation process helps to breaks the problem into smaller sub-problems, which
means solving for fewer materials in each voxel class. The goal of segmentation is to
decrease the number of cases that require further testing. It also allows picking different
algorithms to apply to each case. For example, if it is certain that a voxel is air, it
can stop the test there and move on. Similarly, if it is certain that a voxel is a soft
tissue, then it will be a lipid, water, or a combination of the two. These two materials
are difficult to separate, which is why it uses an additional volume constraint to help
eliminate unreasonable results.
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Developed MARS MD
There were no issues found in this step of the MARS MD algorithm. So the proposed
MARS MD algorithm also uses the same procedure.
6.2.3 Median filter applied to the segmentation results
Former MARS MD
After we get the segmentation results representing air, soft tissue, and dense materials,
the next stage is to apply a median filter to each of the binary class images. This step
is not optional because it aims to remove noise in the edges of the resultant binary
classes. We aimed to remove speckles and fill in holes. The median filter takes a
selected voxel and replaces it by taking the median of the neighbouring voxels.
Developed MARS MD
In the former MD algorithm, the code used to calculate the circular region for both
denoise and median filters were the same. Therefore, the same bug exists in both cases
where the resultant image is shifted by one pixel. However, in this particular case, the
consequences are more severe as this causes the MD to potentially apply the wrong
binary class to the pixel during MD. For example, the class should be air but is now
set to soft-tissue. That causes errors, particularly at the edges of the object.
6.2.4 Combinatorial Material Decomposition (CMD)
Former MARS MD
The final stage of the MD algorithm is to perform the material decomposition algorithm
and store the results in the different material array (m × n2 total pixels). The CMD
algorithm uses a combinatorial approach to find a sparse solution to the MD problem.
In general, there are four or five energy bins in our reconstructed results and we look
for six or seven materials for the material decomposition. So we are searching for more
unknown materials than there are known energy bins that is an under-determined
problem. That means there is an infinite number of solutions. Out of this, only
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one solution is desired. We know that most materials from the material matrix will
not be in the same voxel. For example, if a six material basis contained the lipid,
water, gold, calcium, iodine, and gadolinium then a voxel representing bone would
contain a mixture of water, calcium (and perhaps a little lipid) but not iodine, gold,
or gadolinium (except when specifically injected in that area).
So the MD currently searches for solutions that contain one or two materials in
each voxel. Even though we have six or seven material basis vectors, mathematically,
we want a solution with one or two of them. That makes the problem over-determined
with no exact solution (except in rare cases). Instead, we find a solution that is the
closest fit.
The former algorithm achieves this by testing all combinations of one and two
material solutions that fit the class assigned to the voxel. The tests use a non-negative
least square solver to find the solution with the minimum error. The minimum error is
then used as a score to compare against the other tested material combinations. The
material combination with the lowest score is applied to the voxel.
The material decomposition algorithm improves by choosing appropriate combina-
tions of materials based on the voxel class. To start with, the voxels identified as air
are set to zero.
If the voxel belongs to the soft tissue class then again that voxel is quantified into
the lipid or water using the non-negative least square equation with added constraints.
The volume constraints are added because the lipid does not dissolve in water. It
displaces each other. Due to this reason, the soft tissue voxels are assumed to satisfy
the volume conservation constraint. This added constraint can help to force the result
to have sensible values.
The voxels belonging to the high-Z class are selected from combinations of a single
high-Z material solution paired with water. This can then result in a solution contain-
ing the high-Z material alone, water alone, or a combination of both. These cases were
identified as the most likely to occur in scans typically done by the MARS team and
users. By excluding other combinations, such as two high-Z materials, that are not
likely to occur, we reduce the potential for misidentification. It could not pick a bad
solution if that solution was not considered in the first place.
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Here, the MD software uses an iterative non-negative least-square solver and de-
veloped based on the MATLAB’S general function named lsqnonneg for the decom-
position of the materials. This iterative process increases the running time of the
algorithm. It is not possible to predict the number of iterations required to get a good
solution [88].
Developed MARS MD
In the developed algorithm, we replaced the iterative solver to use a direct analytical
approach that solves simultaneous equations in one step. One step is naturally faster,
and being an analytical solution means that the results will be more precise in finding
the solution with the minimum non-negative least square error.




in ‖Mx− b‖22 (6.4)
Here, M is the material matrix containing m materials and E energies, x is the vector
describing the composition of the voxel, and b is the given reconstructed voxel.
Apply the direct simultaneous method and the solution xi is calculated. MExi is
the material basis value for the material xi and energy E. In the case of two materials
(N=2), we can directly refer to the two material densities x1 and x2 along with the
corresponding mass attenuation coefficients MEx1 and MEx2 respectively for energy E.
We can then rewrite equation 6.4 as shown in equation 6.5.
To ensure, that we are solving for a non-negative least squares solution, we consider
three cases: where both unknowns are non-negative, where one unknown is negative,









(MEx1x1 +MEx2x2 − bE)2 (6.5)
Case 1: if x1 and x2 are non-negative.
To solve the two material case, we take the derivative for each material and make
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(MEx1x1 +MEx2x2 − bE)MEx2 = 0 (6.7)
When applying simultaneous equations to equation 6.6 and equation 6.7, we derive


























































To enforce the non-negative condition, we can test x1 and x2. If either of these are
negative, we discard this result and consider case 2.
Case 2: if either x1 or x2 is non-negative.



















This result could lead to a negative x1 or x2. If so, we discard both results and consider
case 3.
Case 3: if both x1 and x2 are negative.
Here, in this case, the best possible non-negative solution is when both materials
are zero. So the solution should be as shown in equation 6.12.
x1 = x2 = 0 (6.12)
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A non-negative two material solution will have a better score than a non-negative
one material solution because it is less constrained. So Case one be tested first. If it
fails, test the Case 2 conditions (one material solution). If that fails, go to the Case 3
condition (zero material).
There is a limitation for the classification of the high-Z materials. For example,
if the true solution is the pure high-Z material, we get a guaranteed better than or
equal score for the two material case with water. In the future, this issue could be
potentially solved by adding thresholding criteria along with these cases.
6.2.5 Other improvements made in the developed MARS MD
Another problem faced in the former MARS MD was the usage of a separate thread
per slice. For newer datasets with 1000+ slices, this could overload the system and
crash. It was temporarily solved by calling the MD software multiple times for small
subsets of the volume. The modification applied will not permanently help to solve
the problem.
To overcome this issue the developed MD version uses a fixed size thread pool
that can handle huge datasets without any problems (the size is tied to the number
of CPU cores available). It is done by applying a thread to each slice of the datasets
simultaneously. Multithreading is the process of doing more than one task at a time by
providing multiple threads of execution concurrently that is supported by the operating
system. Next, the software creates tasks for a chunk of voxels within a single slice.
This modification improves the speed of the software as well as its stability.
6.3 Experiments and results
In this section, we validate the running time and efficiency of the developed MD al-
gorithm and compare it with the former approach. For a fair comparison of speed,
we evaluated various reconstructed datasets of different slice numbers using both algo-
rithms. We calculated the average running time in seconds. We also investigated the
performance of the algorithm after applying the improved multi-threading.
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To evaluate the image quality produced by the proposed method, we used the
Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM). This determines how different the output
of the improved MD algorithm is from the former MD algorithm. This is done by
comparing the former and proposed MD results against the ground truth. The ground
truth is created by selecting a region of interest (ROI) from each vial and setting
the concentration value within that ROI to the actual known concentration value in
the vial. Comparing these ground truth values against the proposed and former MD
results helps to understand the accuracy of the results.
6.3.1 Run-time validation
To validate the run-time of the developed MD algorithm, the scan parameters used for
the three experiments are shown in Table 6.1. Experiment 1 is a HA calibration phan-
tom consisting of different concentrations (mg/cm3) of HA(808.5, 402.3, 211.7, 104.3,
and 54.3) along with water and lipid.
Experiment 2 is a multi-contrast phantom consisting of different concentrations
(mg/ml) of Gold (2, 4, 8), Iodine (4, 8, 16), Gadolinium (2, 4, 8), Calcium (35, 70, 140)
along with water and lipid.
Experiment 3 is a HA calibration phantom consists of different concentrations
(mg/cm3) of HA(603.3, 402.3, 211.7, 104.3, and 54.3) along with water and lipid.
The average running time for these three experimental tests are shown in Table 6.2.
From these results it is very clear that our developed algorithm has the best average
running time in all of the experiments (roughly 3 times faster). Furthermore, it is
notable that the average running time is drastically improved when we applied the
multi-threading into the program (roughly 25 times faster).
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Table 6.1: Image acquisition parameters used for the three experiments to calculate the average
running time of the former and developed MD algorithms. The term SDD stands for source-to-
detector distance. The term SOD stands for source-to-object distance.
Image acquisition
parameter
Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3
Extrinsic filter 0.375mm Brass 2mm Al 2mm Al
Tube current 30 µA 40 µA 36 µA
Tube voltage 120 kVp 80 kVp 120 kVp
SOD 212 mm 212 mm 212 mm
ODD 60 mm 60 mm 60 mm
Exposure time 220 ms 220 ms 220 ms
Number of slices 290 1323 240
Table 6.2: Average running time (in seconds) for several experiments for former MD, proposed MD
as well as the proposed MD with multi-threading.
Experiments Former MD (s) Developed MD (s)
Developed MD with
multi-threading(s)
Experiment 1 882.08 303.64 35.66
Experiment 2 1988.72 488.43 85.32
Experiment 3 722.25 295.42 29.71
6.3.2 Efficiency validation
In this section, we compare the efficiency of the developed MD results with the former
method. Here we used SSIM to compare the quality of the developed MD images.
SSIM is used to demonstrate the structural similarity of the developed images against
reference images [89]. We created a ground truth of the results and made that the
reference image for the comparison of MD results.
SSIM validates the developed image x with respect to the reference image y to
quantify the similarity and efficiency of the images. The equation for SSIM is
SSIM(x, y) =
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where Mx and My are the average of x and y, σ2x and σ2y are the variance of x







y), or σxσy is close to zero, two additional variables c1 and c2
stabilize the division.
In practice, we chose constant values for c1 and c2. They are c1 = (k1L)2 and
c2 = (k2L)
2. By default the value of k1 = 0.01 and k2 = 0.03. We are comparing the
results against ideal images. However, both the standard deviation of the ideal image
and the covariance values are zero. To reduce the impact of this, we set the k2 value
as 0.8, which weakens the effect of the standard deviation in SSIM. L is the dynamic
range of the pixel values. In this study, L is the difference between the maximum and
minimum pixel values of the images.
The purpose of comparing the two cases to an ideal image is to determine both
how similar the images are, and which image is better than the other. Two close
SSIM values indicate that the two cases are similar. One having a slightly higher value
indicates that it is slightly better than the other.
The original iterative MD and the developed analytic MD try to solve the same
non-negative least squares problem. The expectation is that the two solvers produce
similar values. However, they will not be identical. An analytic solver should produce
slightly more accurate results. Therefore, it is expected to be slightly closer to the
ideal result.
Results
To perform validation of the developed MD using SSIM method, we used a HA phan-
tom with the location and concentrations of every material are known. Based on this
information we manually created the ideal reference image (ground truth).
The HA calibration phantom consists of different concentrations mg/cm3 of HA
(808.5, 402.3, 211.7, 104.3, and 54.3) along with water and lipid. The scan protocol
used for this experiment is shown in Table 6.4. The layout of this phantom is shown
in Figure 6.3. Here 7 vials are used to include the materials. The reconstructed slice
155 of 290 is shown in Figure 6.2.
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Table 6.3: HA phantom layout. Here the capillaries contain 3 material solutions of water, lipid,
HA. The numbers consisting these materials are 1 - Lipid, 2 - Water, 5 - 54.3mg(HA)/cm3, 6 -
104.3mg(HA)/cm3, 7 - 211.7mg(HA)/cm3, 8 - 402.3mg(HA)/cm3, 9 - 808.5mg(HA)/cm3 and the
remaining capillaries are empty. The black triangle in the figure is a notch in the phantom to help
identify the positions of the materials.
Image acquisition parameters Variables
Extrinsic filter 0.375mm Brass
Tube current 30 µA
Tube voltage 120 kVp
Source to object distance 212 mm
Object to detector distance 60 mm
Exposure time 220 ms
Number of chips 7
Number of slices 290
Table 6.4: Image acquisition parameters for evaluating the developed MD algorithm.
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Figure 6.2: HA phantom reconstructed image of the slice 155.
To apply the SSIM, we need a reference image to compare the quality of the former
and developed MD method results. So the first step is to create the reference image.
For that we created an ideal phantom dataset as a reference image using the same
concentration used in the capillaries shown in Figure 6.3.
To apply SSIM, we selected ROI and compared the contents of the ROI in the
reference image against the former and proposed MD algorithms. Figure 6.3 shows
an example of the reference image of the lipid channel along with the results of the
lipid channel using former and proposed MD methods. The red circle is the selected
ROI for lipid. Similarly, the ROI selected for the water channel and HA channel for
the reference image along with the MD algorithm results are shown in Figure 6.4 and
Figure 6.5 respectively. The reference image vial is smaller than the real vial, but that
is acceptable because the ROI is contained within the correct vial in all cases. We are
not comparing the shape and size of the vial in this test.
The SSIM results along with the mean and standard deviation of the former and
developed MD algorithm images, and the ideal reference image are presented in Table
6.5. From these results, it is evident that the structural similarity (SSIM) between the
proposed MD and the ground truth has a slightly higher similarity than between the
former MD and ground truth.
So we can say that the improvements made to the MD algorithm increase the speed
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of the algorithm while maintaining the quality of the MD results. The quality of the
MD results is equal to or better than those of the former MD algorithm results.
(a) Lipid channel results using former MD algorithm. (b) Lipid channel results using developed MD algorithm.
(c) Lipid channel reference image.
Figure 6.3: The material decomposition result using the former and developed MD algorithm for the
Lipid channels along with the reference image.
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(a) Water channel results using former MD algorithm.
(b) Water channel results using developed MD algorithm.
(c) Water channel reference image.
Figure 6.4: The material decomposition result using the former and developed MD algorithm for the
water channels along with the reference image.
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(a) HA channel results using former MD algorithm.
(b) HA channel results using developed MD algorithm.
(c) HA channel reference image.
Figure 6.5: The material decomposition result using the former and developed MD algorithm for the
HA channels along with the reference image.
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Table 6.5: The SSIM results of the ideal reference image against the former MD algorithm and
proposed MD algorithm along with the mean and standard deviation.MEAN(Y) and STD(y) are
the mean and standard deviation value of reference material image. MEAN(x1) and STD(x1) are
the mean and standard deviation value of material image using former algorithm. MEAN(x2) and
STD(x2) are the mean and standard deviation values of the material image using proposed algorithm.
The SSIM(x1,y) is the structural similarity results between the reference material image and former
MD algorithm results. Likewise, SSIM(x2,y) is the structural similarity results between the reference












MEAN (y) 0.900 1.000 0.054 0.104 0.211 0.402 0.808
MEAN (x1) 0.493 0.896 0.04 0.100 0.202 0.391 0.805
MEAN (x2) 0.498 0.923 0.040 0.100 0.202 0.399 0.805
STD (y) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
STD (x1) 0.256 0.136 0.027 0.280 0.350 0.047 0.057
STD (x2) 0.303 0.169 0.029 0.31 0.033 0.045 0.052
SSIM(x1,y) 0.9109 0.7182 0.6394 0.8694 0.9542 0.9786 0.9921
SSIM(x2,y) 0.9153 0.7489 0.6702 0.8908 0.9591 0.9802 0.9934
6.4 Summary
• This chapter presented the work done to improve the former MD algorithm in
order to improve the speed performance and the accuracy of the MD images.
• The run-time of the MARS MD program was reduced by applying efficient multi-
threading.
• Correcting the error found in the denoise filter improves the quality of the resul-
tant MD images and reduces the mis-identification of the material images.
• The average running time resultant shows that the speed of the developed al-
gorithm improved 3 times because of the usage of direct analytic solution and
running time of the developed MD algorithm increased by 25 times because of
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applying the multi-threading efficiently and effectively.
• The Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM) results shows the reliability and
quality of the developed MD algorithm is slightly improved.
• The use of a direct analytic solution instead of non-negative linear least square
iterative methods to solve the MD problems increases the speed of the algorithm




In my PhD, two software products were developed: the MARS source model module
and the MARS MD application. These were then integrated into the current MARS
image processing suite. The MARS source model was integrated into simulation soft-
ware, which can produce Mars-like datasets to study a range of different research
questions. This software is an important tool and it is available to the whole MARS
team. Using the implemented MARS MD software, all the MARS users can produce
better quality material images.
The following sections provide a brief explanation of the important features and
results of each developed software product, its validation procedure, and the future
direction.
7.1 Key results
This section describes each task I have completed over my PhD study and the key
results of these tasks. This description also includes the validation results investigated
to confirm the accuracy of the developed methods.
7.1.1 Implementation of MARS source model software
The first task in my PhD study was the implementation and testing of the MARS
source module based on a parameterised semi-analytic source model. The implemented
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model has the capability to produce the incident photon counts based on the unique
image acquisition parameters used in real MARS scans. The x-ray tube specification
used in this study is for a tungsten anode angled at 20°.
The implemented model is integrated into the current simulation software. The
simulation software can produce a MARS-like scan from a set of ideal material vol-
umes. I replaced the free web-based source model in the simulation software with my
developed source model. The accuracy of the simulation software is enhanced by the
addition of the developed source model. In addition, the implemented MARS source
model can also be used as a basic tool to establish other models such as the detector
model. This can also be used for the computation of dosimetry quantities.
The validation of the implemented model was done in two aspects: across the
spatial domain (θ, φ) and across the spectral domain (energy). The validation of the
results produced using the simulation software helps to understand that the results
produced using the simulation software has more or less the same accuracy as the
results obtained using the implemented source model.
The spatial validation showed that the shape of the beam profile produced using
the model is the same as with real scan measurements. We also calculated the overall
percentage difference of the modelled and measured data. There was a discrepancy
noticed in these results and this is because of the absence of the detector model. To
confirm the spectral properties of the modelled results, we compared the results with
both the SpekCalc model and with the spectrum produced using the MARS scanner
to understand the validity of the developed model.
By assessing the beam profile of the developed source model, we can investigate
if there are any distortions in the beam profile due to deterioration of the x-ray tube
that may occur because of manufacturing faults or ageing, etc. We can integrate this
model into future reconstruction software when the MARS detector model, and the
other models in the forward model problem, are ready to use. This helps to measure
the flatfield datasets without performing a scan.
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7.1.2 Implementation of the MARS MD software
The MARS MD algorithm was completed and integrated into the current MARS
image processing software. The software performance is highly improved through
efficient multithreading. It also uses direct simultaneous equations instead of the
former iterative method. This also helped further improve the performance of the
implemented MD algorithm.
MARS MD software is a very important tool in the MARS image processing chain.
Every improvement to the accuracy and image quality can result in better diagnosis.
The implemented algorithm was evaluated using a ground truth dataset to make sure
that the changes made in this thesis did not affect the accuracy of the algorithm. The
results showed that the implemented algorithm got slightly better results than the
former MD algorithm.
One of the major improvements made in the MD software was to remove some
issues noticed in the former MD algorithm. An error found in the denoising filters led
to a pixel offset in the algorithm. This error was rectified in the implemented algorithm
thereby improving the segmentation step in the algorithm. The segmentation stage
plays a major role in the MD algorithm as it determines the class of materials that the
MD will consider for every given voxel.
In conclusion, the implemented algorithm fixed the errors found in the former MD
algorithm. There was a major boost in the performance of the MD algorithm by
applying the above-mentioned modifications to the algorithm. Finally, these major
changes made in the algorithm slightly improved the accuracy of the results, which is
a good achievement in this study.
7.2 Future endeavours
The work presented in this thesis has many prospects for improving the MARS imaging
chain software as a better tool for diagnosis. The images produced using the MARS
spectral CT scanner prove its capability to produce high-quality images in the medical
field. The improvements made in the algorithms mentioned in this thesis helped in
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the material analysis software and the simulation software that is used for research
purposes.
7.2.1 Short term goals
The short term goal is to do more tests to understand the accuracy of the implemented
source model. The developed source model needs to be calibrated based on the real
scan data. This will help to reduce the minor discrepancy noticed in the beam profile
produced using the source model software.
A modification in the volume fraction conservation and the differential smoothness
constraints will help to provide more numerical stability and accuracy for the classifi-
cation of the fat and water channel efficiently. In the current MD algorithm, volume
constraint assumes knowledge of the density of fat and water. Water is assumed to be
1000 mg/ml while fat is assumed to be 900 mg/ml. However, there is a range of fats
with densities going from the late 800s to mid 900s in mg/ml. The one size fits all
approach may not be appropriate for particular scans. So a simple change may allow
for a range of lipids to pick from.
The effect of the current volume constraint on distributions of values for fat and
water has some problems. For example, there is a chance of a fat voxel with noise
pushing it to a higher density and a water voxel with noise pushing it to a lower density.
The push for this test was the observation that the distribution of reconstruction values
for a lipid vial and a water vial have a significant overlap. The MD algorithm needs
more modification to accurately separate the lipid from the water channel.
7.2.2 Mid term goals
The mid term goal is to make more advancements in the software I have developed
during my research. The integration of the source model software in the current
reconstruction software is one of the key steps. There are some additional changes is
required to the current MARS reconstruction algorithm to support the high energy
resolution source model. Our aim is to have a reconstruction algorithm that goes from
the raw photon count measurements in the scan straight to material density in one
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step. Ideally, we would like high energy resolution, for example, 1 KeV steps across
the spectrum. The source model already supports this and is ready to play its part in
such an algorithm.
The current MARS imaging chain uses flatfields to predict the behaviour of the
x-ray source, filter bar, collimator, and detector model accurately. This is not enough
to predict the complex behaviour of materials over the whole spectrum and can lead
to artefacts in reconstructed images. The mid term future work is to eliminate the
need for flatfield scans except during routine maintenance jobs. This change will help
to save time used for producing the flatfield data using the MARS scanner. This will
also help to save memory used for the storage of flatfield scan datasets.
7.2.3 Long term goals
The long term goal of the MARS project is to commercialize the point of care scanner
into the whole world for their clinical and research applications. The point of care
arm scanner is ready to use and these scanners have been sold to major research
institutes around the world for their clinical and research purposes. This achievement
will lead the MARS project to the next developing stage of point of care neck scanner,
head scanner, etc. As the technology and research of the MARS system develop, we
can expect a tremendous improvement in the medical imaging field using the MARS
spectral scanner.
7.3 Afterword
I got a great opportunity to understand the core concept of the MARS spectral CT
scanner through my Ph.D. I believe that the contributions that I presented in this
thesis will positively impact the MARS team and also the medical society around the
world. I am eagerly waiting for the ongoing improvements in the MARS project and
its emergence into modern clinics.
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Algorithm for faulty pixel removel
In the initial stages of my PhD, I joined with the geometry team and helped them
by developing an algorithm that finds and replaces faulty pixels. The geometry team
uses edge detection algorithms to process the position and brightness of the images.
Geometric parameter measurement accuracy is extremely sensitive to the quality of
pixels. So removing the faulty pixels from the measurement images is necessary.
During the period, when I was doing this project, I participated in a three-minute
thesis competition. The title of that presentation was "Geometric characterization of
MARS spectral CT scanner” and I was the runner up of that competition.
I implemented an algorithm to locate faulty pixels, and then replaced the faulty
pixels with neighbouring good pixels. The initial step of the algorithm is determining
which pixels are faulty, including dead pixels and low and high counting pixels, and
replaced these pixels with good pixels. I used the flat-field images to identify faulty
pixels as described below:
1. Calculate the average of a set of repeated flatfield images for each pixel. Then
find the maximum mean value of the selected chip. This maximum mean value
is used to find the high and low counting pixels of that chip.
2. Then find all the high and low counting pixels using the maximum mean value
calculated in step 1 and set those pixel values as zero. The high counting
pixels are those with values above 88% of the maximum mean value and the low
counting pixels have values below 12% of the maximum mean value.
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3. The next step is to manually select a region of interest (ROI) that contains good
pixels and find the mean value (µ) of the ROI of the chip that we selected. These
mean values are used to find the faulty pixels in the image.
4. Set to zero all the pixels of the selected chip that have value outside the upper
and lower thresholds as shown in the equation below. Now we have a pixel array
that consists of good pixels and zero values.
0.08× µ ≤ Normal pixel values ≤ 1.08× µ
Here the values 0.08 and 1.08 are selected based on trial and error. We used
several datasets to confirm that these values are reasonable to remove the upper
and lower photon counts on those datasets.
5. In the final step, we replace all the faulty pixels with the neighbouring good
pixels of the chip. For replacing the faulty pixels in the section of the horizontal
line of the line phantom, it chooses the neighbouring good pixels from the left or
right of the horizontal lines. For the vertical section, we replace the faulty pixels
with the good pixels above or below the vertical lines. This approach is adapted
due to the different brightness variations of the line phantom used in our study.
6. Repeat the above steps for the other chips in the pixel array.
The below figure shows the image of a line phantom before and after replacing the
faulty pixels of each chips in the pixel array.
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Image of a line phantom before removing faulty pixel(left) and after replacing the faulty pixel with
neighbouring good pixels(right)
The geometry team used these high quality images for their edge detection algo-
rithm. For a detailed description, including more results of this algorithm refer to my
initial PhD project proposal [90]. To get the motive behind this work and how the
geometric team used this algorithm in their study refer to Chapter 3 of Neryda’s thesis
[91].
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